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1.1.0 ExEcutivE Summary

This submittal outlines how Murex successfully came 
together to deliver a high performance design for the 
proposed design challenges. These challenges include 
designing a high performance enclosure, smart building 
integration and disaster response planning. Murex met 
these challenges with the following design highlights:

 

DESIGN CHALLENGE MUREX SOLUTION 

High Performance 
Enclosure 

- Rear-Ventilated Terracotta 
Facade 

Smart Building  
Integration 

- Geothermal Piles running through 
Drilled Pier Foundation 
- Integral Building Monitoring 
System 
- Voided Slab Floor System 

Disaster Response 
Planning 

- FEMA Tornado EF5 shelter 
- Air quality is not sacrificed during 
emergency 

 

The Children’s Hospital and Medical Center ad-
dition located in Omaha, Nebraska will be re-
ferred to as CHMC from this point forward.

1.1.1 introduction
Structural, Mechanical, Lighting/Electrical, and Con-
struction come together to create a multi-disciplinary 
design team guided by the core values of safety, in-
tegrity and sustainability. Together, team mem-
bers consider the role and concerns of the architect.

A common theme of success is connected to each in-
dividual who make up this team; we are all a shade of 
achievement. We are a team rich in knowledge and be-
lieves in the power of collective minds working togeth-
er toward one all encompassing design. It was decid-
ed that our emblem would be inspired by a fragment 
from an 11th-century Byzantine robe showing griffins 
embroidered on a delicate tyrian purple silk, woven 
from murex dyed threads. Tyrian purple is the color 
of royalty and griffins the sign of power. Murex is the 
original source of the traditional royal purple and to us 
is the source of the rich knowledge. The griffins are a 
sign of power. Together, they become our team identity. 
From this point forward, we will be known as Murex, 
a team rich in knowledge and powerful in application.

For the 2018 AEI Student Design Competition, Murex is 
devoted to designing a high performance addition for 
the CHMC that caters to the growing Omaha community.

Murex determined the following as the project’s key 
design elements that personify integration and col-
laboration: the facade, the geothermal drilled piers, 
the voided slab system, and the building control sys-
tem. Murex has focused its design on maximizing 
safety, integrity, and sustainability to create a cohe-
sive, efficient design within each of these key areas.

FacadE
A working enclosure design that elevated the patient 
experience and benefitting the sustainability of the en-
tire project.

EnErgy PilES
Collaboration across 3 disciplines allowed for implemen-
tation of spiral ground source loop within the drilled piers 
foundation to be used as a geothermal energy system

voidEd Slab
A voided slab floor system design is able to be success-
fully implemented due to the open communication be-
tween all disciplines.

Smart building SyStEm
Systems throughout the entire building are connected 
through a building monitoring system, increasing the 
occupant experience and optimization of all the build-
ing systems.
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1.2.0 tEam introduction

The Murex team is made up of ten individuals, who 
volunteered their time for the past 9 months creat-
ing the best design and construction schedule for this 
project. Since this was done on a volunteer basis, the 
team makeup was mostly decided by the willingness to 
participate. The breakdown of Murex disciplines are:

Playing to each individual’s strengths allowed Mu-
rex to excel in its decision making and goal setting. 
The team member of Murex filled out a Strength 
Quests Strengths Map to understand the large scale 
strengths of each of our members to understand the 
best way to communicate and interact with one an-
other. The strengths maps can be seen on (Pg 14)

Most of the members of Murex are undergraduate stu-
dents with this being the first hospital they have de-
signed. To understand the level of skill that everyone 
was bringing to the team, Murex created a Personal 
Skill Ranking Table for each discipline. These tables 
helped Murex determine what areas would need the 
most additional guidance and where the most learn-
ing would occur, as well as where the team was go-
ing to excel and could implement more challenging 
design protocols. These tables can be seen below: 

1  2  3  4  5 

Little/No Knowledge    Average    Very Experienced 

 
PERSONAL SKILLS RANKING  
STRUCTURAL 
 

SKILL 

STRUCTURAL  
M
EM

BER 1 

STRUCTURAL  
M
EM

BER 2 

STRUCTURAL  
M
EM

BER 3 

LOAD DETERMINATION  4  5  4 

OVERALL CONCRETE DESIGN  3  4  3 

FOUNDATION DESIGN  1  1  1 

GRAVITY SYSTEM DESIGN  3  4  2 

LATERAL SYSTEM DESIGN  2  1  3 

COMPUTER MODELING  3  5  4 

DRAFTING  2  3  3 

PERSONAL SKILLS RANKING  
ELECTRICAL 

SKILL  ELECTRICAL 
MEMBER 1 

POWER DISTRIBUTION  4 

SMART BUILDING SYSTEMS  2 

LIGHTING DESIGN  3 

LIGHTING CONTROLS  3 

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE  1 

DATA/SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE  1 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY GENERATION  1 

1.  intEgration narrativE

1.1.0    Executive Summary
1.2.0    Team Introduction
1.3.0    Project Introduction

1.3.1     Design Challenges 
1.3.2     Project Goals

1.4.0    Design Criteria
1.4.1     Codes and Standardss

1.5.0    Project Research
1.5.1     Existing Facility and Site Visit 
1.5.2     Pediatric Hospital Tour

1.6.0    System Design Solutions
1.6.1     Facade and Windows
1.6.2     Voided Slab System
1.6.3     Energy Foundation
1.6.4     Smart Building System

2.7.0    Integration
2.7.1    Integrated Project Delivery
2.7.2    Design Coordination

1.8.0    Conclusion

Discipline Number of Students 

Architecture/Graphic Design 1 

Structural 3 

Mechanical 2 

Electrical 1 

Construction 3 
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PERSONAL SKILLS RANKING  
MECHANICAL 

SKILL 

M
ECHANICAL  
M
EM

BER 1 

M
ECHANICAL  
M
EM

BER 2 

LOADS  5  3 

SYSTEM SELECTION  3  2 

ENERGY MODELING  2  1 

PRESSURIZATION  4  2 
CONTROLS & BUILDING MONITORING 
SYSTEM  2  1 

ACOUSTICS  2  3 

COST ANALYSIS  1  1 

PLUMBING  2  3 

MED‐GAS  1  1 

FIRE PROTECTION  2  3 

PERSON SKILLS RANKING 
CONSTRUCTION 

SKILL 

C
O

N
STR

U
C

TIO
N

 
M

EM
BER

 1 

C
O

N
STR

U
C

TIO
N

 
M

EM
BER

 2 

C
O

N
STR

U
C

TIO
N

 
M

EM
BER

 3 

SCHEDULING 4 4 3 

QUANTITY TAKEOFF 3  5 2 

COST ESTIMATING 2  4 4 

VALUE ENGINEERING 2  3 2 

1.3.0 ProjEct introduction

The facility is a new construction building on the exist-
ing campus. It provides additions to the NICU and PICU 
units and a new Cardiac Care Center, and a Fetal Care 
Program. This new six story tower and four story ancil-
lary base project site is located adjacent to West Dodge 
Road, one of the busiest roads in the city. Throughout 
the project design, Murex wanted to deliver solutions 
to the overall project challenges set, as well as align 
with individual team goals. With this in mind, Murex 
has focused its design on maximizing safety, integrity, 
and sustainability to create a cohesive, efficient design.

1.3.1 ProjEct goalS
The primary goals of the Murex are to maximize safe-
ty, integrity, and sustainability. The three of these con-
cepts are used to create a cohesive, efficient design.

SAFETY

INTEGRITY

SUSTAINABILITY

- PRIORITIZING PATIENT CARE
- COMMUNITY FOCUSED

- HIGH LEVEL DESIGN CALIBER
- INTEGRATION AND COST-EFFECTIVE

-CONSCIOUSLY CHOSEN SYSTEMS 
AND MATERIALS
-LONG LASTING QUALITY

These goals were selected for the following reasons:

SAFETY

SUSTAINABILITY 

INTEGRITY 

To emphasize the role of the facility in the 
community and focus on patients, the 
design incorporates the services for tornado 
refuge and shelter, maximizes infection 
control in the equipment chosen, and create 
environments where medical services can 
be provided as required.

Our design focuses on using resources 
wisely and providing long-lasting quality. 
The decisions made on the project were 
energy efficient to meet needs, rather than 
elevate overall cost for unnecessary items 
when the money could be allocated to meet 
patient needs.

The team designed at a high caliber level 
while maintaining cost efficacy. The 
integration of all systems was paramount to 
supply quality work to meet and surpass the 
needs of the patients.

Attaining these goals required tight-knit coordination, 
creative problem solving and team unity.
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1.3.2 dESign challEngES
Three main design challenges were presented for 
this project: high-performance enclosure, smart 
building integration, and disaster response planning.

EncloSurE
Coordination between the architect, structural, me-
chanical, and construction teams led to the imple-
mentation of the TERRART®-Large Terracotta Façade 
for the vertical wall system. The rear ventilated 
façade allows for air movement (the chimney effect) 
within the wall to optimize its energy efficiency. 
The façade protects against extreme temperatures 
maintain room conditions. The system is lightweight 
terracotta and is manufactured in custom pan-
el sections for simple installation and replacement.

This lightweight facade provides support for high 
wind-load pressures and long spans. This façade is 
most commonly used on mainly concrete structures 
which is what Murex’s design calls for making this 
project ideal for this façade selection. The connec-
tion to the super-structure is straightforward, and 
simplified even more with the provided NBK clip that 
comes with the purchase of this terracotta facade.

The construction of the facade provides a gas 
utility savings of over 23% compared to a sim-
ple concrete facade construction and provides 
a total energy building energy savings of 5%.

The energy consumption by the CHMC is about 60% 
better than the baseline typical hospital energy use in 
Climate Zone 5A (per ASHRAE), according to the NREL 
2010 Edition.  It is also about 15% better than the low-en-
ergy typical hospital baseline. More information for this 
can be seen in the mechanical supporting documents.

Smart building intEgration
The building has been equipped with the best control 
systems deemed for each situation presented. This in-
cludes healthcare specific security and management 
systems, the lighting control system, and the HVAC 
control system, among others. All of these are brought 
together through the DGLogik DGLux5 platform. 

This system can monitor each of these systems and is 
completely customizable to the preference of the user. 
It is usable in a web browser or on a tablet or smart-
phone. This becomes an extremely valuable tool that 
can help address and fix problems before they arise. 
Additional, due to the sophistication of this system, it 
can track the energy savings that result throughout 
the building. Because these systems work together 
and many are available through smartphones, all of 
the staff’s locations are continually tracked and can 
be reached quickly without delay if a necessary situ-
ation  arises, such as Code Blue. It can also track all 
the equipment, patients, schedules, security access to 
ensure building safety and maximize operation by ful-
ly communicating with itself and being aware of itself. 

diSaStEr rESPonSE Planning
In the event of loss of normal electrical power, the 
ventilation and pressure requirements for operating 
rooms, the intensive care units, the delivery rooms, 
trauma care rooms, and procedure rooms shall be 
maintained. This conforms with the provisions of 
NFPA 99, Standard for Health Care Facilities. When 
normal power is lost, the emergency generators will 
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turn on providing power to the life safety, critical, 
and equipment branches to ensure safety for all oc-
cupants. The normal path of egress will be lit, trig-
gered by fire alarms. A secondary path will be lit to 
the nearest tornado safe room if the building goes into 
a tornado lockdown. The emergency generators will 
be able to provide lighting and power will for each of 
these rooms for up to 48 hours should a disaster arise.

Murex’s structural team is addressing this disaster re-
sponse planning challenge by providing a FEMA tor-
nado shelter in the basement of the building, as well 
as tornado safe rooms on each level of the structure. 
The FEMA tornado shelter in the basement will be the 
primary location in the event of a disaster. The safe 
rooms on each floor allow patients and other occu-
pants a place to go if they are unable to relocate down-
stairs. Initial design considerations included the walls 
of these hardened structures on each floor as part 
of the lateral force resisting system. However, after 
considering Murex’s goals of safety and integrity, we 
decided not to include these walls in that system. If 
these walls were part of the lateral system, then due 
to the rigidity of the walls, additional force would be 
directed at them in the event of a tornado, compro-
mising the safety of the patients taking shelter there. 
The lateral system is instead made up of different walls 
and moment frames away from these areas, more de-
tails of which can be found in the structural narrative.

1.4.0 dESign critEria

Murex chose to design with safety, integrity, and 
sustainability as our driving factors. This aims to 
provide the best environment for the occupants 
and not detract from their comfort and well being 
while finding creative ways to be energy efficient. 

Murex took into account the community of Oma-
ha, Nebraska and CHMC when establishing our path 
to energy efficiency. In this region, energy efficiency 
and especially green building accreditation is not a 
precedence in design and construction. CHMC’s mis-
sion and vision focus on the health and lives of their 
communities children and continuously improving 
the care and services that they can provide. There-
fore, the design of CHMC focuses on enhancing the 
patient and occupant experience while optimizing 
how the building benefits the occupant. With this in 
mind, Murex approached the energy efficiency of the 
building with the focus to design to the highest effi-
ciency that is cost effective and does not detract from 
the patient and occupant experience. Following this 
logic, Murex chose not to pursue LEED, WELL, and 
other efficiency based standards and certifications.

1.4.1 codES and StandardS
Murex’s design complies with the minimum require-
ments set forth in the codes and standards used 
in our design. As a team we are committed to plan 
and design using best practice and having codes 
and standards as the baseline. The following codes 
and standards were used in the design of CHMC.

Structural
• 2015 IBC
• ASCE 7-10
• The City of Omaha Permits and Inspec-

tion Division - Engineering Data
Mechanical

• 2006 IMC
• 2000 LSC
• 2012 IFC
• ASHRAE Standard 62.1
• ASHRAE Standard 170
• 2013 ASHRAE Standard 90.1
• ASHRAE Standard 55
• ASHRAE Principle of Heating, Ventilation 

and Air-Conditioning, 7th Edition
• HVAC Design Manual for Hospitals and 

Clinics, 2nd Edition
• 2010 Closed-Loop/Geothermal Heat 

Pump Systems Design and Installations
• Closed-Loop Geothermal Systems Slinky 

Installation Guide 
• 2015 Omaha Plumbing Code
• 2012 IPC
• 2012 IFGC
• 2015 NFPA 99, Standard for Health Care 

Facilities.
• 2016 NFPA 55
• FGI 2014 Guidelines for Design and 

Construction of Hospitals and Outpatient 
Facilities

Electrical
• 2009 IECC
• 2007 ASHRAE 90.1
• 2014 National Electrical Code
• 2010 NFPA-72
• IESNA 10th edition handbook

Construction
• OSHA Safety Standards
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1.5.0 ProjEct rESEarch

The Murex team visited multiple sites throughout the 
design process leading to a better understanding of 
similar projects and ensuring the maximum delivery 
of the design goals.

1.5.1 ExiSting Facility and SitE viSit
Murex’s construction team and part of the structural 
took the time to visit the CHMC and the adjacent proj-
ect site in the fall to better understand the site restric-
tions of the project.
 

1.5.2 PEdiatric hoSPital tour
The mechanical and electrical teams arranged a pri-
vate facility tour of a pediatric hospital with the in-
house interior designer and engineer, along with the 
facility managers.  They were able to provide de-
tails on best practice information, redundancy, and 
maintenance issues that are not always considered 
throughout the design. The team toured the central 
plant and penthouse, along with multiple different 
patient floors to better understand the balance be-
tween patient and safety priority and the best way 
to integrate the two while still being cost effective.
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1.6.0 SyStEm dESign SolutionS 
Murex collaborated throughout the design process 
to ensure that all integrated systems in CHMC will 
work together seamlessly. The team’s design solu-
tions are documented in the following sections.

1.6.1 FacadE and WindoWS

EnvEloPE

TThe mechanical team worked with the architect and 
the structural team to select the Terrart®-Large Ter-
racotta Facade. The lightweight design simplifies the 
structural support for the system while still maintain-
ing structural integrity. The rear ventilated facade al-
lows for air movement (the chimney effect) within the 
wall to optimize the reduction in the envelope load. 
The facade protects the building envelope against 
extreme temperatures to maintain indoor conditions. 
The facade provides a maximum insulation barrier 
by eliminating the thermal bridge. The removal of 
the thermal bridge reduces the ability for the outdoor 
conditions to infiltrate the envelope. In cohesion with 
the removal of the thermal bridge, the chimney effect 
prevents moisture and mold development between 
the envelope layers. The facade also maximizes on 
a thermal shield design to protect the building from 
solar rays and extreme temperature and circulate 
room temperature air through the ventilated portion. 
As a result, the perimeter walls change temperature 
at a slower rate. As a whole, the proposed facade will 
provide energy savings for the entire building, which 
primarily stems from the reduced envelope load.

Another benefit to the terracotta facade is its low 
maintenance feature. The system is designed to 
perform and sustain with minimal effort by the 
owner. The self cleaning composition of the fa-
cade benefits both the occupant and the patients.

glazing

Each patient room will have a window box that ex-
trudes from the exterior. The occupants will be able to 
step into the extended box and be surrounded by views 
of the outdoors. The construction team provided inte-
gral design input in this architectural development. On 
the windows that do not pop out, motorized Mecho-
shades will be implemented to ensure glare is not a 
problem and that the occupant has the proper controls 
in order to create the most comfortable environment.

PatiEnt FocuSEd dESign

The ventilated facade also promotes the health and 
safety of every occupant by maintaining thermal and 
hygrometric balance. The facade is designed to pro-
vide a filtration element to the exterior system. This 
reduces the contamination in the air surrounding 
CHMC benefitting both the occupants and community.

The window box design evolved from Murex’s com-
mitment to provide the best patient experience possi-
ble. The window creates a space where patients can 
escape the confinement of their rooms without leav-
ing their safe environment behind. This promotes the 
recovery and well being of each patient and family.
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1.6.3 voidEd Slab SyStEm
An innovative aspect to the structural design is the 
implementation of a voided slab floor system. This 
floor system choice directly correlates with Mu-
rex’s design goals through the following aspects:

SAFETY

INTEGRITY

SUSTAINABILITY

-USE OF RECYCLED VOIDS
-REDUCTION IN CONCRETE
-LESS OVERALL BUILDING MATERIALS

-ONE WAY SPANS OPTIMIZE INTEGRATION 
WITH MECHANICAL SPACES
-FLEXIBLE FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

-VIBRATION CONTROL
-FLEXIBLE FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The premise of a voided slab system is that instead 
of having a solid flat plate concrete slab, there would 
be recycled hollow plastic balls inside the slab, thus 
reducing the volume of concrete used and the over-
all weight of the slab. Due to the recycled material 
in the voids and the reduction of concrete used, this 
system encompasses sustainability in all aspects. Less 
concrete means less carbon dioxide released as well 
as implementing the voids allows for thinner slabs 
and a lower overall building height and materials.  

Early coordination between the construction and 
structural teams and with the Cobiax, the manufactur-
er, allowed for the best design of this system. The con-
struction team was able to locate the nearest concrete 
plant as well as the closest provider of the recycled 
plastic voids to create the most efficient, cost-effective 
implementation of this system. Understanding the con-
struction process allowed the structural team to opti-
mize the design with the best framing plan maximizing 
bay spacing and minimizing architectural disruptions.

1.6.3 EnErgy Foundation

Foundation
The structural foundation system for this building will 
be drilled piers. These piers will be 36 inches in diam-
eter and will go down 89 feet below the slab on grade. 
Secant piles are also utilized to help keep the adjacent 
structure in tact while the new one is being built and 
allowed the decrease of the overall foundation wall 
thickness. In coordination with the construction team, 
Murex was able to create the most cost effective and 
efficient schedule to construct the foundation system.

Due to the existing structure being so close to the 
addition, the structural design had to implement 
cantilevered grade beams due to drilling restric-
tions for the piers and to reduce noise disturbance. 
Working with the construction team allowed the 
structural team to better understand the equipment 
and space needs to be able to actually install this 
foundation system. Moving the piers away from the 
existing structure in order to get the drilling equip-
ment in a position to be able to drill the shafts and 
increase the safety of the construction process.

intEgration oF gEothErmal PilES

A collaboration amongst the structural, mechanical, and 
construction teams led to the development of the spiral 
ground source loop incorporated into the drilled piers.

Geothermal energy is a reliable renewable resource 
that is acceptable for this midwestern location. A 
typical vertical geothermal system requires a large 
amount of excess earthwork, which is also a large 
expense. As the structural team is already planning 
to use structural piers for the foundation system at 
a depth of 89 feet below the finish floor elevation of 
Lower Level 5, Murex worked together to incorporate 
the vertical run as a spiral loop inside the rebar cage 
in the pier. This provided a renewable resource for 
cooling without requiring additional earthwork. This 
solution is called an energy pile or geothermal pile.

The ground source loop is connected to the re-
frigeration loop between the chillers and the cool-
ing tower, to supplement the work of the cool-
ing tower by using the earth as a heat sink.

Each energy pile extends 89 feet deep with a 
three foot diameter concrete structure that en-
cases a vertical slinky run with a two foot di-
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ameter. Six inches of clearance is required form 
the edge of the pier to the geothermal piping.

The system’s capacity can serve approximate-
ly 27% of the required heat exchange when 
the system runs at its peak cooling load by im-
plementing this ground source loop strategy. 

The cooling tower will provide the required heat 
exchange of the refrigerant that cannot be met 
by the ground loop to provide consistency and 
meet any future needs the hospital may produce.

1.6.4 Smart building SyStEm

The importance of having a centralized location to 
track all information throughout the building was 
paramount. The system not only is able to bring in 
data from all different control systems throughout the 
building, but it can also analyze them and make sug-
gestions for improvements between systems, if feasi-
ble. It is easily accessed by all staff personnel and can 
be customized to see only the information they wish 
to show in the manner which they wish to see it. The 
whole backbone of the system the patients and most 
occupants will never see, which is tracking of equip-
ment, patients, doctors, and schedules for an efficiently 
run hospital, as well as other very technical informa-
tion that building owners and operators will find valu-
able. It can also be turned into a learning tool, imple-
mented at kiosks in lobbies and the home screen for 
each tv, where it can be chosen which data is shown 
from a central authoritative source in the hospital. 

1.7.0 intEgration

Murex team members effectively coordinat-
ed CHMC’s design and construction by carrying 
out an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) method.

1.7.1 intEgratEd ProjEct dElivEry 
To quickly and efficiently deliver a project, Murex uti-
lizes an IPD method. The IPD approach involves fre-
quent communication among Murex’s disciplines as 
the building system designs are developed. This meth-
od promotes constant coordination among all disci-
plines leading to a faster and more efficient design and 
construction process.

The team used the IPD method to ensure we 
were staying true to the AEI Build Initiatives. 
In meetings, members were reminded to keep 
these initiatives in mind when researching and 
developing the building systems and design.

The AEI Build Initiatives include eight areas of focus 
within the Architectural Engineering profession to aim 
to improve the design, maintenance, and construc-
tion of integrated buildings. While the Murex design 
works to incorporate all of these, through the goals set. 
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WEEkly tEam mEEtingS

Weekly team meetings were organized around each 
team members’ schedule. They provided dedicated time 
to meet with all team members and advisors. During 
this time, each discipline asked and answered questions 
to help coordinate designs. These meetings allowed for 
Murex to develop our ideas for the design in each disci-
pline and how to integrate them across the entire project

grouPmE

GroupMe is a mobile device application that simplifies 
group messaging. Advantages to using GroupMe in com-
parison to typical messaging platforms include but are 
not limited to, faster messaging, group member iden-
tifications, and cross-device compatibility. GroupMe 
offers a simple and instant path of communication for 
coordination between team members and disciplines.

googlE drivE

Google Drive is a cloud based software intended for 
file storage, editing, and sharing that facilitated coordi-
nation and integration throughout the design process. 
Google Drive allows multiple users to edit a document 
at the same time without having to download or upload 
the document. This feature enabled team members to 
work simultaneously on files regardless of location. 

outlook grouPS

Outlook Groups is an application for Windows Phone, 
Windows 10 Mobile, Android and iOS that can be used 
with an Office 365 domain Microsoft Account, e.g. a 
work or school account. It is designed to take exist-
ing email threads and turn them into a group-style 
conversation. The app lets users create groups, men-
tion their contacts, share Office documents via One-
Drive and work on them together, and participate in 
an email conversation. This provided for easy com-
munication between team members and advisors.

1.7.2 dESign coordination
Throughout the design process, the communi-
cation between all disciplines is what improved 
our quality of work. Our team was able to create 
this innovative design under budget as a result.

dESign layout
The structural, mechanical, and electrical teams coor-
dinate to verify equipment locations that will minimize 
vibration and improve system interaction. This is a ma-
jor factor to accurately specify the voided slab sections. 
Penetration limitations are set based on the void loca-
tions. As a result, chase locations and potential pen-
etration locations were verified early in the process 
after the structural team chose the voided slab system. 
The mechanical and electrical teams placed equipment 
in grouped locations to simply the process and were 
conscious of installation, maintenance, and replace-
ment procedures as the life of the facility progresses.

The major equipment in the hospital is located far from 
patient rooms and procedure rooms to minimize dis-
ruption of patient and staff activities. Main duct runs 
will be located above coordinators whenever possible 
to prevent excess noise in these areas. Sound attenu-
ators will be placed within the ductwork at identified 
problem areas. The concrete structure will aid in the 
reduction of sound due to the slab thickness between 
levels. Acoustic control is important to Murex’s design 
because hospitals designed and constructed with re-
duced noise levels typically experience higher patient 
satisfaction due to the more comforting environment 
and improved sleep. These factors can lead to quick-
er healing times, which can mean shorter stays and 
reduced costs for both patients and hospitals. From a 
hospital employee perspective, a low-noise environ-
ment can increase job satisfaction, which could reduce 
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employee turnover. All of these components influence 
the patient experience for which Murex is designing. 

Vibration isolation plays a major role in the health 
of patients and staff, as controlling vibration impact-
ing noise reduction.  The concrete structure works 
to minimize any vibrations. In conjunction with the 
structural team, the mechanical and electrical teams 
placed the main equipment on Lower Level 5. Major 
floor mounted equipment on levels other than Lower 
Level 5 will be equipped with springs to control vibra-
tion. If site testing shows that additional isolation is 
necessary, self-leveling systems may be implemented.

FacadE
The team chose the TERRART®-Large Terracot-
ta Facade for CHMC for its versatility, lightweight 
structure, high wind resistance, strong insulating 
capabilities, and simplified installation process. 
These factors are influential in every aspect of de-
sign, and the team worked together to optimize de-
sign capabilities, provide the owner with options 
for external appearance, and be budget friendly.

PatiEnt nEEdS
A hospital’s role above all else is to serve its pa-
tients. CHMC plays a large role in the Omaha com-
munity, and the greater surrounding communities, 
through healthcare offerings and employment op-
portunities and as community symbol for health 
and safety. As a team, we decided this was our focus. 

Our design allows for individualized patient com-
fort through individualized temperature and light-
ing control, a large overhang window in each pa-
tient room, a safety plan in case of environment 
emergencies or other threats. Air is highly filter to 
improve air quality and minimize the spread of in-
fection. The facility has an outdoor garden area on 
roof at Level 2 that allows both patients and employ-
ees to escape the indoors and enjoy the fresh air. 

Through coordination with the construction team, the 
project is able to come in $50 million under budget 
and be completed in approximately 34 months. This 
gives the board members of the hospital an opportu-
nity to allocate that funding to additional requests on 
this project or invest in other campus advancements or 
renewable energy sources, or even a fund for patients 
who receive care at CHMC. This flexibility results from 
the design team’s choice to passover LEED, WELL, and 
Living Building Challenge design standards at this 
level of DD yet still provide an energy efficient design.

1.8.0 concluSion

Murex established a cohesive and collaborative design 
development that evolved through communication and 
cooperation of a multi-discipline team. As a team, a 
high performance design solution for Children’s Hos-
pital and Medical Center of Omaha was promoted 
through integration of each discipline that made the 
compiled design more valuable than its individual 
components on their own. By focusing on a Integrated 
Project Delivery method, Murex efficiently delivered a 
most desired and cohesive design. Conclusively, Mu-
rex produced a comprehensive design that provides 
CMHC and the community of Omaha with a high qual-
ity project that adds value through enhanced perfor-
mance and operation. The project promotes a standard 
of design though safety, integrity, and sustainability. 
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Murex Hospital Design Inspiration from the Institute of Medicine’s report, Crossing 
the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century: 
 

Patient-centeredness 

using variable-acuity rooms and single-bed 
rooms 
ensuring sufficient space to accommodate 
family members 
enabling access to health care information 
having clearly marked signs to navigate the 
hospital 
 

Safety 

applying the design and improving the 
availability of assistive devices to avert 
patient falls 
using ventilation and filtration systems to 
control and prevent the spread of infections 
using surfaces that can be easily 
decontaminated 
facilitating hand washing with the availability 
of sinks and alcohol hand rubs 
preventing patient and provider injury 
addressing the sensitivities associated with 
the interdependencies of care, including work 
spaces and work processes 
 

Effectiveness 
use of lighting to enable visual performance 
use of natural lighting 
controlling the effects of noise 
 

Efficiency 

standardizing room layout, location of 
supplies and medical equipment 
minimizing potential safety threats and 
improving patient satisfaction by minimizing 
patient transfers with variable-acuity rooms 
 

Timeliness 
ensuring rapid response to patient needs 
eliminating inefficiencies in the processes of 
care delivery 
facilitating the clinical work of nurses 
 

Equity 
ensuring the size, layout, and functions of the 
structure meet the diverse care needs of 
patients 
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Geothermal Piles located on the foundation plan to show 
coordination with structural piers
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2.1.0 ExEcutivE Summary

Murex’s design goals for the addition 
to the Children’s Hospital and Medical 
Center of Omaha are to maximize safe-
ty, integrity, and sustainability. The team 
wants to provide a facility that prioritizes 
the operation of the medical center and 
the young patients that call this hospi-
tal their temporary home. Additionally, 
Murex’s cross disciplinary team has col-
laborated to fulfill the overall competi-
tion challenges. This project submittal 
contains the design details of the struc-
tural components and corresponding 
design philosophy. The following are 
highlights of Murex’s structural design:

intEgratEd ProjEct dElivEry

Within each disciplinary team, Murex coordinated ear-
ly in the design process to deliver the most efficient and 
constructable final design. This integrative design ap-
proach allowed Murex to achieve the overarching project 
challenges and offer the city of Omaha a higher perform-
ing building through innovative, value-added efforts.

DataBase:  Children's Hospital of Omaha 02/14/2018 15:36:10 

DRILLED PIER 
FOUNDATION SYSTEM

36 inch round drilled piers, which 
are supported by shale at a depth of 
89 feet, is the primary foundation 
system for this building. Implemen-
tation of geothermal energy tubing 
within the piers allows for energy 
efficiency for the mechanical sys-
tem within the foundation system.

VOIDED-SLAB 
FLOOR SYSTEM

A 14 inch concrete slab with 10 inch 
recycled plastic voids allows for a 31% 
reduction of concrete. The combina-
tion of the voided slab with post-ten-
sioned beams allows for a lower over-
all building height. The typical bay 
spacing of 32 feet ensures a robust 
structure with high integrity and 
minimal architectural disruptions.

FEMA TORNADO 
SHELTER FACADE

This building will be equipped with a 
FEMA Tornado shelter in Lower Level 
5 that is designed for 250 MPH wind 
speeds in an EF-5 tornado, as well as a 
safe room on each floor. These multiple 
refugee areas and tornado shelter allow 
occupant safety to be a main priority.
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2.2.0 ProjEct introduction

The Children’s Hospital and Medical Center of Omaha 
is a proposed addition to the NICU and PICU as well 
as a new Cardiac Care Center and Fetal Care Program. 
This new ten story tower and four story ancillary podi-
um project site is located adjacent to West Dodge Road, 
one of the busiest roads in the city. Throughout the 

structural design for the 2018 Com-
petition Challenge, Murex wanted 

to deliver solutions to the over-
all project challenges, as well as 
align with individual team goals 
through an innovative facade 
system coupled with an inte-

grated foundation and sus-
tainable floor sys-
tem. Murex has 
focused its design 
on maximizing 
safety, integrity, 
and sustainability 
to create a cohe-
sive, efficient design.

2.3.0 murEx’S miSSion

The Children’s Hospital and Medical Cen-
ter of Omaha is an impactful part of the 
Omaha community with clear goals set up: 

• Making a personal commitment to safety
• Acting with integrity 
• Using resources wisely 

Murex has aligned its design with this set of goals. 
These guiding principles ensure the continued pos-
itive impact on the growing Omaha community.

2.4.0 ovErall comPEtition challEngES

The 2018 AEI Student Competition for the Chil-
dren’s Hospital and Medical Center of  Oma-
ha included 3 specific challenge areas:

• Enclosure
• Smart Building Integration
• Disaster Response Planning

The following subsections include how Murex ad-
dressed each of these challenges. Further details of 
each structural system can be found in their designat-
ed section of this narrative.

a. EncloSurE
Murex wanted to select a high performance façade 
that integrated with all the building systems, as well 
proving to be aesthetically pleasing. Murex began a 
schematic design for its enclosure early in the design 
process to ensure the best selection. After discus-
sions and iterations between the Murex architect, me-
chanical team, and structural team, the selection for 
the enclosure is a rear ventilated terracotta cladding. 
This enclosure will be provided by NBK Architectur-
al Terracotta whom are known for their innovative 
engineered facade designs. After reviewing multiple 
options, the Terrart-Large exterior shell Terrart Rain-
screen Support System was selected for its sustain-
ability. In addition, Terrart-Custom design pieces 
were selected for the lower levels curved architecture.

Figure: Rainscreen Support System 

2.  Structural narrativE

2.1.0    Executive Summary
2.2.0    Project Introduction
2.3.0    Murex’s Mission
2.4.0    Overall Competition 

Challenges
2.5.0    Design Criteria

2.5.1     Design Codes & Standards 
2.5.2     Design & Analysis Procedure

2.6.0    Foundation
2.6.1     Drilled Piers
2.6.2     Design Rationale/Benefits

2.7.0    Gravity System Design
2.7.1    Voided Slab System
2.7.2    Post-Tensioned Beams 
2.7.3    Column Design
2.7.4    Design Rationale/Benefits
2.7.5    Modeling Methodology
2.7.6    Gravity System Summary

2.8.0    Lateral Systems
2.8.1    Shear Walls & Moment 

Frames
2.8.2    Design Rationale/Benefits

2.9.0    Conclusion

INTEGRITY 

SUSTAINABILITY 

SAFETY 

UNIFORMITY, CONSTRUCTABILITY 
AND TO FURTHER INCREASE 
THE DESIGN INTEGRITY.

TO SAVE THE 
LIFE OF 
EVERY CHILD

MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABILITY IN THE DESIGN
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The structural team’s safety and integrity goals were 
heavily involved within the selection of the Ter-
rart-Large façade component. Since these large façade 
units are lightweight they have minimal impact to the 
structure, but integrate very well with the mechanical 
system as it has ventilation capability. Terrart has stan-
dard connection details to the structural system and 
can provide specific “NBK Clips” that make installment 
easy and efficient for the construction team. This fa-
cade will be connected to the cold-form steel exterior 
studs or the reinforced concrete columns and post-ten-
sioned beams using the clips. NBK products are indi-
vidually manufactured based on the project’s specifi-
cations and are capable of withstanding high winds.

b. Smart building intEgration

As a team, Murex emphasized integration throughout 
the entire design process. Each design decision consid-
ered by any discipline was brought forward to the whole 
team to see if there was a more efficient, innovative 
and integrated method to implement it into the project.

A major example of the integration in this project is 
in the sustainable foundation system. The geothermal 
piping located within the drilled piers required co-
ordination of the structural team with both the me-
chanical and construction teams. In order to prevent 
overall failure of a pier, such as a leak in one of the 
energy piles, Murex has decided to have each pile on 
a separate shut-off system in case a leak occurs. The 
separate shut-off systems allow the remainder of the 
system to operate.In addition, casing has been pro-
vided for the geothermal tubing for redundancy and 
prevention of structural damage to the foundation 
system. One of Murex’s overall team goals is to max-
imize sustainability in the design, and this integrated 
foundation system incorporates that goal very well.

Figure: Typical Pier Detail

c. diSaStEr rESPonSE Planning

Murex has implemented several different aspects into 
the design so that in the instance of extreme events, the 
facility may continue to render medical services con-
sistent with the day-to-day operations. This includes:

• Tornado Shelter located in the lowest level of 
the building

• Refugee Areas on each level for safety in 
the event of a tornado or an active shooter 
situation

• Tension Laps for the bottom steel in the 
columns to increase robustness  if an explo-
sion occurred and resulted in the loss of a 
column

The tornado shelter is located in Lower Lev-
el 5. Refugee areas with a hardened shell on 
each floor are provided. The specific locations 
of these areas can be seen on the plan below.

Figure: Tornado Shelter Location

TThe basement tornado shelter will be the primary safe 
area in the building in the event of a tornado, so every-
one who can be relocated down there will be. There 
is approximately 10,000 square feet of comfortable 
space in Lower Level 5 that could be utilized as the safe 
space during a tornado. However, the entire Lower Lev-
el 5, which is mostly mechanical and electrical rooms, 
is over 50,000 square feet and this entire level will be 
designed as  a FEMA shelter able to resist the loads of 
an EF-5 tornado. This is the largest shelter that could 
fit within the architecture plan where the most people 
would be able to take cover in this natural disaster. Ear-
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ly collaboration with the architect on the project was 
the best way to create these safe zones in the build-
ing. For this design, Murex provided a hardened shell 
room on each floor in addition to this basement torna-
do shelter. The hardened shell space could be allocated 
as a safe space during an active shooter situation in 
addition to providing additional safety during a torna-
do. The conditions of some patients may restrict their 
ability to be moved down to the basement as well as 
the warning timeline of such event, so these hardened 
shells on each floor are available for these patients.

Murex’s design contains the option of providing a FEMA 
tornado shelter on each level. If the owner would like to 
make the additional investment then Murex design is 
very capable of changing all of the refugee areas into 
FEMA tornado shelters on each floor. The tornado safe 
rooms on each level encase approximately 400 square 
feet of usable space, a staircase, and a mechanical 
shaft in order to integrate the mechanical design for 
disaster preparedness. According to FEMA 453: Design 
Guidance for Shelters and Safe Rooms, a standing adult 
or child requires 5 square feet, a person in a wheel-
chair requires 10 square feet, and a bedridden patient 
requires 30 square feet. The safe room of 400 square 
feet on each level should provide enough space for the 
anticipated number of occupants for all of the people 
who are not able to get into the FEMA tornado shel-
ter in the basement. The table below breaks down the 
number of anticipated people in each refugee room, 
where it is assumed that every wheelchair or bedrid-
den patient will have a standing worker with them. 
This table shows that the 400 square foot space should 
be adequate for the assumed people on each floor.

Type People SF/Person Total (sf)
Standing 15 5 75
Wheelchair 5 10 50
Bedridden 9 30 270
Total 29 45 395

2.5.0 dESign critEria

 
2.5.1 dESign codES & StandardS
 
Omaha, Nebraska adopts the 2006 International Build-
ing Code as the primary building standard. However, 
the Murex structural team decided to bring the project 
standard up to the 2015 International Building Code. 
The 2015 IBC, which references the American Society 
of Civil Engineers 7-10, guided the Murex structural 
team in determining the loading criteria, combina-
tions, and requirements. The City of Omaha Permits 
and Inspection Division provided some guidelines 
within the “Engineering Data” that assisted and set the 
foundation of the loading conditions. Murex also ac-
counted for additional considerations due to the type 
of building. Since this building is a hospital, the Risk 
Category is IV which significantly increased load cal-
culations and increased minimum requirements. Mu-
rex’s use of the 2015 IBC instead of the 2006 IBC cre-
ated a more conservative load calculation, which was 
utilized in the design of each structural member to 
create a safe and resilient structural system. 

2.5.2 dESign and analySiS ProcEdurE
 
The structural system for this design is comprised of a 
voided-slab floor system and post-tensioned beams sup-
ported by a drilled pier foundation. The primary mate-
rial used for Murex’s structural system is reinforced 
concrete. The Murex structural team proceeded using 
a combination of both hand calculations and structur-
al engineering softwares. Throughout the design pro-
cess, the Murex team referred to  its hand calculations 
in order to verify the adequacy of the computer pro-
gram calculations, as well as optimize the various com-
ponents of the building’s structural elements. Thus, 
when conducting the assortment of hand calculations, 
guidelines such as The Concrete Reinforcing Steel In-
stitute, American Concrete Institute and Pre-Stressed 
Concrete Institute were utilized. The main structural 
software used is the RAM Structural Package which 
includes Structural System, Concept, and Elements.

DataBase:  Children's Hospital of Omaha 02/14/2018 15:36:10 

Figure: RAM Model
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2.6.0 Foundation

The foundation system selection for this build-
ing is a drilled pier system integrated with geo-
thermal piles. Secant piles hold back the founda-
tion from the existing building as well as grade 
beams between piles and then the slab-on-grade.

The Murex team initially looked for innovative solu-
tions to the design challenge. The team explored the 
following different options for foundation solutions:

 

SYSTEM PROS CONS 

Webbed 
(Shallow) 

- Proven capable of 
supporting high-
rise structures 
- Popular in Europe 
and Middle East 

- Goes against 
recommendation of 
Geotechnical Report 

Auger Cast 
Piles 

(Deep) 

- Recommended by 
the Geotechnical 
Report 

- Driven 
- Cannot incorporate 
Geothermal Energy 
Piles 

Drilled 
Piers 

(Deep) 

- Smaller footprint 
- Allows for 
integration of 
Geothermal Piles 
- Recommended by 
the Geotechnical 
Report 

- Stricter Supervision 
required for concrete 
pouring 
 -Subsidence may 
occur if not properly 
supported 
 

 

The given geotechnical report suggested a deep foun-
dation based on the cohesive and granular nature of 
the soils on the site. After considering the pros and 
cons above as well as the recommendations from 
the geotechnical report, Murex chose to implement a 
Drilled Pier, or Drilled Shaft, foundation system.  Com-
pared to a shallow webbed foundation, a Drilled Pier 
foundation is proven more effective and efficient.  With 
this foundation choice, the Murex team was able to in-
corporate a sustainable, integrated design by inserting 
a Geothermal Pile mechanical system within the piers. 
This additional integration was only possible with ear-
ly coordination between the mechanical, structural 
and construction teams. Auger Cast Piles were another 
valid option suggested by the geotechnical report as 
a deep foundation option. However, not only are they 
driven which Murex wanted to avoid, but they also could 
not have the geothermal piles integrated into them.

2.6.1 drillEd PiErS 
Per recommendations and guidance of the geotech-
nical report and Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute: 
Design Handbook, the piers will have a diameter of 
36 inches and extend down 89 feet below the slab-on-
grade. There will be grade beams that are 48 inches 
deep and 30 inches wide for basement wall support 
below the slab-on-grade, connecting the piers. It was 
required for the drilled piers to go a minimum of 26 
feet into the bedrock, so at a depth of eighty-nine feet, 
this requirement is met. This depth of the foundation 
is common for depths found in Omaha. 36 inches is 
the smallest allowable diameter per the geotechnical 
report for the piers and the structural team calculat-
ed that this size is more than adequate for our design.

Each pier will be cased during construction and capa-
ble of carrying an ultimate load of about 3,100 kips. 
Within the drilled piers, Murex will be integrating a 
sustainable design of geothermal piles for mechanical 
use, which is further addressed in the Murex’s mechan-
ical team submission. The impacts structurally of these 
geothermal piles inside the foundation piers was ini-
tially a concern when deciding to implement them into 
the design. The concern was that inserting these ener-
gy piles would alter the structural integrity of the piers 
and would cause an increase in either the size, depth 
or number required. However, after further research 
and coordination between the disciplines, we found 
that this integrated and sustainable energy founda-
tion could be spiraled through the piers and as long as 
they are at least 6 inches in from the edge of the piers, 
that the current sizing and spacing is still sufficient. 
Below is a visual of what a spiral geothermal pile would 
look like.

The elevators are supported by a mat slab foundation 
connected to drilled piers. The grade beams in this 
area are the same depth as in the rest of the founda-
tion.

Figure: Spiral Coil within Drilled Pier
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2.6.2 dESign rationalE/bEnEFitS
The many benefits in implementing this drilled pier 
system are summarized below.

B e n e f i t / R a t i o n a l e

intEgration            / Allows for mechanical piles to 
 run through

SmallEr FootPrint  / Minimize disruptions to 
 existing structure

drillEd not drivEn  / Less equipment
 Less construction noise

latEral rESiStancE  / High Wind Resistance
 High Bearing Capacity

One of the main reasons for selecting this system is 
the smaller footprint it provides next to the existing 
hospital structure. With this, an important design con-
sideration was determining how to excavate this foun-
dation without disrupting the adjacent structure. Col-
laboration with the construction team was required to 
determine how to design the edges of the foundation 
next the existing hospital structure. This coordination 
resulted in the decision to support the edge columns 
with cantilevered grade beams. These will span back 
to the drilled piers along secant piles and tie backs, 
as seen on the framing plan. These cantilevered grade 
beams make this foundation more constructable as the 
space will be accessible for the drill rig to drill the holes.

Compared to pile driving, the equipment necessary 
for drilled piers is significantly lighter as well as 
there is no noise during construction and no ground 
heaving necessary. Murex understands that if this 
foundation is not properly supported, it can cause 
subsidence and damage to adjoining structures. How-
ever, the combination of the cantilevered grade beams 
and ensuring high quality supervision on site, Mu-
rex believes this will not be an issue for our project.

In designing the foundation as a fixed connection to 
the columns, this achieves a higher integrity and resis-
tance to lateral loads, such as high winds that would 
occur during a tornado. The base of a drilled pier 
also provides great bearing capacity and resistance 
to uplift caused by similar wind load cases. Disaster 
response planning was one of the challenges for this 
project, so in order for this building to continue to ren-
der medical services after an extreme event, a foun-
dation capable of resisting this is an important step.

Figure:  Secant Piles One Way Framework

Figure: Secant Piles Construction Process 
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The construction of  foundation walls adjacent to 
existing structures and busy roads creates a lot of 
challenges for the contractor. In order to solve this 
problem and ease construction,  eighteen inch se-
cant piles will be drilled around the perimeter of the 
structure. Secant piles will prevent the soil from col-
lapsing during excavation and keep the integrity of 
the existing buildings during construction. The secant 
piles will minimize the lateral soil pressure on the 
foundation walls, which allowed the Murex structur-
al design to decrease the thickness of the foundation 
walls from 18 inches down to 12 inches. Secant pile 
construction is much less noisy than traditional sheet 
pile construction and will reduce the disturbance of 
the patients during construction. Although the cost of 
drilling and one-way formwork for the walls will be 
costly, the increased safety and integrity of the secant 
piles will create a more resilient foundation system.

2.7.0 gravity SyStEm dESign

The following gravity systems and their ef-
fects were considered in this design:

 

SYSTEM PROS CONS 

Composite Steel 
- Lateral system 
incorporated easily 

- Bad Vibration 
Control 

Post-Tensioned 
Concrete Slab 

- Big Bay Spacing 
- Reduction in Concrete 

- Restricted future 
use 
- Drilling 
restrictions 

Voided-Slab 
Concrete Slab 

- Recycled Voids 
- Reduction in Concrete 

- Not very common 
in America 

 

 
 

The floor system selected for this design is a voided 
slab floor system with post-tensioned beams. This sys-
tem will have a typical 32 foot span with a 14 inch 
slab. The voided slab system is more commonly found 
in Europe, but has been increasingly used in the Unit-
ed States. Most recently, the Kennedy Center of Per-
forming Arts in D.C. is being constructed using this 
system as well as the University of Iowa Art Building.

This project presented the challenge of designing two 
different framing plans- one for the lower levels and 
one for the tower levels. Each of the lower levels were 
designed essentially the same way as were the tow-
er levels, with the main difference being which parts 
of the slabs are voided versus not, based on activity 
in the spaces. With the goal of prioritizing safety, the 
structural team started placing columns and setting 

a framing plan to minimize disruptions for the archi-
tecture while still maintaining structural integrity. 
After considering span-to-depth requirements of the 
voided slab, several iterations were made to create 
the most efficient framing plan for this building based 
on the selected systems. A typical floor framing lay-
out courtesy of the RAM Model can be seen below.

Figure: Voided Slab Locations

2.7.1 voidEd Slab SyStEm

31%
reduction in concrete

The decision to use a void-
ed slab floor system was 
a result of the team’s con-
stant desire to implement 
a resilient idea that could 
deliver the highest qual-
ity building without ex-
ceeding the budget. Many 
ideas were considered in 
the decision process for 
the floor system such com-
posite steel , pan or waffle 
formed slab, and post-ten-
sioned slabs. Composite 
steel was the first floor 
system idea eliminated 
due to the low resistance 
to vibration that is pres-
ent in steel compared to 
concrete. However, once 
the voided slab system was 
discovered, Murex knew 
that it was the best one 
for this project. The void-
ed slab system reduces 
the overall volume of con-
crete used and weight of the slab by having recy-
cled plastic voids instead of a solid flat plate slab. 
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For this project, the floor system is a 14 inch concrete 
slab with ten inch spherical voids. The implementation 
of the voids result in over a thirty percent reduction of 
concrete. The voids are implemented in every slab, ex-
cept where noted. These exceptions include areas with 
heavy equipment, such as MRI machines or mechani-
cal systems. Additionally, the slabs in the safe rooms 
will not be voided like the rest of the floor system in or-
der to amplify the safety and integrity of the structure.

14
" 1" 10"

1.5
" 2"

10
"

2"

BOTTOM REINFORCEMENT 
- SEE SCHEDULE 

#3 BARS @ 18" O.C.

10" COBIAX ECO-LINE VOID FORMERS 

TOP REINFORCEMENT -
SEE SCHEDULE

#3 BARS @ 18" O.C.

Figure: Voided Slab Cut Section

2.7.2 PoSt-tEnSionEd bEamS
Post-tensioning the beams in the building offered an 
opportunity that, paired with the voided slab system, 
allows Murex to maximize bay spacing and minimize 
the number of interior columns required. The design 
calls for these beams to be 28 inches deep by 48 
inches wide, with a concrete compressive strength 
of 5,000 psi. A section of which can be seen below:

Figure: beam column connection 

The choice to use the post-tensioning in the beams in-
stead of in the slab ultimately came down to drilling 

restrictions that post-tensioning the slabs presented. 
Murex understands that drilling into a post-tensioned 
slab can be a major issue if any of the tendons are bro-
ken as the structural integrity of the entire slab can 
then be compromised. Given the nature of this build-
ing, having flexibility to adjust the use of rooms or fu-
ture installments, Murex decided that the limitations 
post-tensioned slabs presented were too great, but 
still wanted to find a way to implement this type of 
design into the project. The use of post-tensioned con-
crete beams instead of traditionally reinforced beams 
allows for shallower members, which optimizes ple-
num space for the mechanical and electrical systems 
and shorter story heights. All of these factors will 
decrease the amount of materials used in the facade 
and of concrete, increasing the overall sustainability.

2.7.3 column dESign
The typical column design for this structural system 
is a 36 inch square concrete column with a compres-
sive strength of 10,000 psi and  reinforced with 10 
#11 bars. The Murex structural team’s primary su-
per-structure material is reinforced concrete. The 
column design keeps with this design choice for uni-
formity, constructability and to further increase the 
design integrity. The idea to design with structural 
steel instead of reinforced concrete columns came 
up in the design process. After collaborating with the 
construction team, the decision to keep the columns 
in the primary material roots back to the availability 
in the area. Murex decided to design with the more 
sustainable choice, as concrete is locally sourced in 
the area and steel columns would need to be imported.  

Once the governing gravity loads were determined 
(Load Calculations Pg 36), which took load combina-
tions and the column layout into consideration, the 
columns were designed following the American Con-
crete Institute guidelines. The column design for just 
pure axial load called for 24 inch square reinforced 
concrete columns, but adding in bending and slen-
derness that come with a ten story structure, the 
size of the columns will increase. After a few itera-
tions, Murex determined that 36 inch square columns 
were adequate. One of the major differences for the 
column design versus the rest of the building is that 
the Murex team chose to implement a significantly 
higher strength concrete due to the high axial loads 
interacting with the columns. The interaction diagram 
for this column design helped the structural team 
further understand and analyze their design choice. 
(Column Calculation/Interaction Diagram Pg 39). locally sourced

Concrete

NE

Figure: Cobiax ECO-Line
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2.7.4 dESign rationalE/bEnEFitS

Since this voided slab system is not as common in 
America as other systems, Murex wanted to confirm 
the product availability. There are two major pro-
ducers of high density, recycled polyethylene (HDPE) 
voids in America: Washington based GRAEF’s Bub-
bleDeck and Massachusetts based Cobiax by Barker 
Steel. After reaching out to both, Murex found that 
Cobiax was an excellent solution for this project.

The voided slab system presents many advantag-
es for the project, as can be seen in the table below:

Use of Recycled Voids

Reduction of Concrete

Thinner Slabs with Bigger Bays

Namely, due to the re-
duction in the amount of 
concrete being used and 
the recycled nature of the 
Cobiax voids, this floor 
system is incredibly sustainable. The implementation 
of this voided slab system has allowed Murex to re-
duce the amount of concrete required for a tradition-
al system by over 200 cubic yards and over 25,000 
pounds. The lower amount of concrete required means 
less carbon dioxide emission and less overall direct 
building materials, which enhances the sustainabili-
ty of the building. As well as that, the reduced weight 
permits reduced columns, walls and foundations by as 
much as 40%. The recycled plastic voids are made of 
HDPE, which is the second most used type of plastic 
in the U.S. and is used for common household items 
like plastic bags and milk jugs. The recycled spheri-
cal voids also increase the sustainability of the de-
sign by reducing the amount of plastic in landfills by 
putting the plastic inside the slabs. The concrete mix 
design includes replacing 30% of the Portland cement 
with fly ash and slag in order to reduce toxic emis-
sions during cement production while still maintain-
ing structural integrity. These voids are omitted near 
columns to maintain slab punching-shear capacity as 
well as under heavy equipment to minimize vibrations. 

Vibration control was something that Murex want-
ed to ensure would not be an issue in this space due 
to the critical operating procedures that occur in 
the children’s hospital. A voided concrete slab sys-
tem designed in accordance with the minimum ser-

viceability criteria as set in the Design Guide for Vi-
brations of Reinforced Concrete Floor Systems (CRSI 
2014b) have been found to readily satisfy vibration 
criteria. Murex designed above these minimum re-
quirements so vibration will not be an issue in these 
critical locations. Vibration control is typically more 
of a problem in steel structures, which is yet anoth-
er reason Murex designed with mainly concrete.

Early coordination with the construction team allowed 
Murex to create the most efficient schedule for installa-
tion of this voided slab system. The recent introduction 
to the U.S. of this system is gathering significant inter-
est due to its reduced construction costs such as that 
on average, one semi-truck load of voids replaces six 
ready-mix truckloads of concrete. Specifically for this 
project, due to the amount of concrete that Murex is sav-
ing, the number of concrete trucks required is reduced 
by over 20 trucks. This has even caused contractors 
and engineers to convert projects to voided slab that 
were originally designed as structural steel systems.

A primary difference between a pan or waffle formed 
slab system and the void system is that when installed, 
the voids are lightweight and permanently encased 
in the concrete while pan and waffle forms must be 
removed and cleaned for reuse. The formwork for the 
voided slabs is also very simple and would allow for 
faster construction. Therefore, the construction of the 
voided slabs is complete after the concrete is poured.

2.7.5 modEling mEthodology

To help in the design of the hospital’s gravity system, 
Murex utilized Bentley Engineering’s RAM Structural 
Software package. First, a central model was creat-
ed on Autodesk’s Revit Software with all the dimen-
sions which can be seen below. Then, Murex was able 
to import that model in RAM and size our members. 

DataBase:  Children's Hospital of Omaha 02/14/2018 15:52:36 

Figure: RAM MODEL

It should be noted that due to the fact that the voided slab 
system is not very common in USA yet, RAM did not of-
fer a voided system design option on their software. So, 
the slab was designed by hand to determine what size 
would be needed off of the loads given. This was then 
inputted into the software with the “equivalent depth” 

 reduction
      of 21
      trucks
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for a solid concrete slab into the software. Murex calcu-
lated that “equivalent depth” of the fourteen inch void-
ed slab to be just above nine inches of solid concrete, 
calculation can be seen in voided slab design document.  

2.7.6 gravity SyStEm Summary
 
Through coordination and collaboration with the entire 
design team, the structural team was able to design a 
gravity system that exceeded the goals for the project. 
The final design presents a cutting edge, efficient and con-
structable design that best meets the project challenges.

2.8.0 latEral SyStEmS

While seismic is generally not a controlling force 
iWhile seismic is generally not a controlling 
force in this region, both wind and seismic loads 
were calculated to determine their overall im-
pact on the lateral system design. As predicted, 
wind is the governing lateral load for this project. 

For a building of this size, it is typical to include an ex-
pansion joint. An ideal location for an expansion joint 
in this project would be at the connection between the 
lower level and the tower level. However, in reality, 
the spans on either side of this location are not suit-
able for an expansion joint to actually be inserted at 
that location. With that said, Murex has decided not 
to include an expansion joint in the design of the ad-
dition to the hospital, but has considered all the re-
sults of this. There will still be a 2” expansion joint 
between the existing structure and the new structure.
 
Concrete shear walls and moment frames were se-
lected as the most efficient lateral system due to 
ease of construction and integration with the ar-
chitecture. The concrete walls enclosing the el-
evator shafts are being utilized as shear walls.
 
2.8.1 ShEar WallS and momEnt FramES

The location of the shear walls and moment frames can 
be seen in plan below. For this lateral design, these two 
systems work together to resist the loads presented. 

Every structure must incorporate vertical elements to 
transfer lateral loads, including wind, seismic, and sta-
bility force, through floor or roof diaphragms to the 
building foundation. Murex understands that lateral 
systems run from horizontal diaphragm to horizontal 
diaphragm. Shear walls typically resist lateral forces as 
a vertical diaphragm through in-plane shear. Moment 
frames resist lateral loads through flexural strength of 
members and continuity of columns and beams using 
rigid connections. These loads are transferred from 

beams to columns at rigid connection points. Since 
force is attracted to walls based on rigidity, the loca-
tion of shear walls and moment frames in the plan is 
crucial in the success of the lateral system. A detail of 
a typical shear wall for this building can be seen below.

For a lateral system, if there is nothing to run to, such 
as an exterior moment frame, then the system needs to 
be cantilevered. Murex wanted to avoid cantilevering 
the lateral system as that can result in an increase of 
member sizes and costs. In the framing plan, it can be 
seen that most of the moment frames are located along 
the exterior bays of the structural system. On the east 
end of the lower level podium, the moment frame is not 
located on the exterior due to the shorter length of that 
bay. In result of this, the lateral resisting force will be 
cantilevered in this location, but the Murex structural 
team minimized this cantilever as much as possible.

2.8.2 dESign rationalE/bEnEFitS

Due to the location of the project being in a low seismic 
region and in an area where the probability of a torna-
do hitting is not very high, the lateral force resisting 
system was not as high of a concern as the gravity force 
system. The combination of concrete moment frames 
and shear walls in Murex’s lateral design is a very resil-
ient system and will maintain the structural integrity of 
the Children’s Hospital and Medical Center in Omaha. 

Figure: tornado shelter location

15' - 6"

#9 VERTICAL BARS @ 12" O.C.#4 HORIZ. BARS @ 18" O.C.

14
"

Figure: Typical Shear Wall Details 
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In designing the lateral system of this building, the 
structural team decided not to have the walls of the 
hardened shell rooms to be shear walls. This decision 
ultimately comes back to one of Murex’s overall goals 
of safety. Although it would have been an easier design 
structurally if these walls were shear walls, it would not 
be as safe for the patients and occupants of the build-
ing during a natural disaster. Since force is attracted to 
walls based on rigidity, making the hardened shell walls 
shear walls would have drawn in a significant amount 
of additional force during a tornado, which is the last 
thing that the safest room on that floor is supposed to do.

The slabs in the safe rooms will not be voided like 
the rest of the floor system in order to amplify the 
safety and integrity of the structure. There are con-
crete walls encasing the tornado safe rooms on 
each level, but Murex chose to not make these shear 
walls. This decision was based on making the safe 
rooms even safer because if they were shear walls, 
the lateral forces from a tornado would be direct-
ed to these walls and could jeopardize the integri-
ty of the structure in the event of a natural disaster. 

2.9.0 concluSion

Murex’s structural design team worked to create an in-
tegrative and innovative design for the addition to the 
Children’s Hospital and Medical Center in Omaha, Ne-
braska. Through collaboration amongst the other dis-
ciplines, Murex’s structural team was able to produce 
an innovative structural system that met the over-
all challenge goals as well as individual team goals.
With every aspect of the structural design of 
this project, Murex designed to prioritize safe-
ty and integrity as well as maximize sustainability. 

design
outcomes

Foundation
  Integrity

DRILLED PIERS integrated 
with GEOTHERMAL PILES 
deliver superior results

Gravity  
sustainability

VOIDED SLAB supported
 by POST-TENSIONED BEAMS

 and PRECAST CONCRETE COLUMNS 
provide efficient cost 
effective deliveryLateral  

Safety

SHEAR WALLS and MOMENT FRAMES 
designed to resist 
high winds and prioritize
 occupant safety
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3.1.0 ExEcutivE Summary

Murex has provided the preliminary design for the 
Children’s Hospital and Medical Center in Oma-
ha, Nebraska. This project submittal will cov-
er all HVAC system designs, plumbing designs, 
and the integration of all disciplines with the me-
chanical systems at the Design Development level.

3.1.1 introduction
The goals and designs of Murex are based on the 
principles of safety, integrity, and sustainability 
as outlined in the Architectural Engineering Insti-
tute Build Initiative. Murex believes these initia-
tives best serve the interest of the building own-
er and the community the building will affect. It is 
our goal to provide a design that has a positive and 
lasting impact for all who come in contact with it.

3.1.2 ProjEct dEScriPtion
The facility is a new construction building on the exist-
ing campus. It provides additions to the NICU and PICU 
units and a new Cardiac Care Center, and Fetal Care Pro-
gram. This new ten-story tower and four-story ancillary 
podium project site is located adjacent to West Dodge 
Road, one of the busiest roads in the city. Throughout the 
mechanical design, Murex wanted to deliver solutions 
to the overall project challenges set, as well as align 
with individual team goals. With this in mind, Murex 
has focused its design on maximizing safety, integrity, 
and sustainability to create a cohesive, efficient design.

3.1.3 dESign goalS

HIGHLY EFFICIENT SYSTEMS
The equipment chosen for this 
system is highly efficient due to 
the round the clock service 
required.

RELIABILITY 
The design is full of redundancy to 
provide a system that can 
withstand emergencies and 
equipment malfunctions.

COST EFFECTIVE CHOICES
With a focus one midwest 
sensibility, cost justification for 
all decisions is a major factor for 
design.

PATIENT CONTROL AND COMFORT
The first and foremost concern of 
the hospital staff is to provide top 
of the line care to its patients. To 
enhance this experience, the 
patients have freedom in the 
rooms to fit their needs.su

bg
oa

ls

Provide a design that allows for a comfort-
able and personalized experience for each 
patient and their visiting family members.

1

2

maingoals
Provide a building that has the capacity to 
serve any potential growth and develop-
ment this building may see, as well as 
some potential growth outside of this 
building.

3.1.4 dESign Solution
The Murex design team carefully selected the compo-
nents of the design in cooperation with all disciplines to 
find solutions that complimented each others’ systems.

EnErgy PilES

In collaboration with the structural team, the de-
sign incorporated a spiral ground source loop into 
the drilled piers. This provided a cost-effective re-
newable resource for cooling without requiring ad-
ditional earthwork. The ground source loop will 
be implemented as part of the refrigeration cy-
cle to minimize the usage of the cooling tower.

The basis for the design develops from the economic 
sensibility of geothermal thermal systems in the Mid-
west, but due to site and budget constraints in com-
parison to the load requirements, a standard system 
would not be appropriate. This realization, in collab-
oration with the structural team’s drilled pier foun-
dation design, is what constituted the research into 
ground source loops within concrete foundations. 

The mechanical team has determined the design and 
capacity for the 65 slinky loops. The system’s capacity 
can serve approximately 26% of the required heat ex-
change when the system runs at its peak cooling load 
by implementing this ground source loop strategy.
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3.2.0  introduction

The 2018 AEI Student Design Competition project is 
Children’s Hospital and Medical Center located along 
West Dodge Road in Omaha, Nebraska. The building is a 
four-story podium with a ten-story tower. The building 
is approximately 460,000 square feet with NICU, PICU, 
Fetal Care, Cardiac Care, Hematology/Oncology floors 
with a mechanical penthouse level in the tower. The 
base includes a mechanical and pharmacy level, a trau-
ma level, OR spaces, and office area throughout. The 
scope of the project is to complete the design through 
Design Development. This submittal will address the op-
portunities and challenges that informed the mechani-
cal system solutions and schemes arrived at by Murex.

3.2.1 goalS
The primary goals of the Murex mechanical de-
sign team are to maximize safety, integrity, 
and sustainability. The three of these concepts 
are used to create a cohesive, efficient design.
These goals were selected for the following reasons:

3.  mEchanical narrativE

3.1.0    Executive Summary
3.2.0    Project Introduction

3.2.1     Goals
3.2.2     AEI Build Initiatives
3.2.3     Challenges

3.3.0    Design Criteria
3.3.1     Codes & Standards
3.3.2     Integrated Project 

Delivery (IPD)
3.3.3     Set Point Conditions

3.4.0    Hvac System
3.4.1     Geothermal Piers
3.4.2     Central Plant Design

3.5.0    Air Distribution
3.5.1     Air Flow Path
3.5.2     Ventilation Requirements
3.5.3     Relief and Toilet Exhaust
3.5.4     Venturi Valves
3.5.5     Vibration Isoation
3.5.6     Acoustic Control

3.6.0    Enclosure
3.6.1     Vertical Exterior Facade 
3.6.2     Roof Enclosure 
3.6.3     Clean Roof

3.7.0    Pressurization
3.7.1     Building Pressurization
3.7.2     Stair Pressurization
3.7.3     Specific Rooms

3.8.0    Plumbing Design
3.8.1    Domestic Water Service
3.8.2    Sanitary Drainage 
3.8.3    Natural Gas
3.8.4    Hot Water Heaters
3.8.5    Roof Drainage
3.8.6    Fire Protection
3.8.7    Medical Gas
3.8.8    Compressed Medical Air
3.8.9    Vacuum
3.8.10    Sterillization

3.9.0    Controls & Building 
Monitoring System

3.10.0  Tornado Shelter / Refuge 
Design

3.11.0  Conclusion

SAFETY

SUSTAINABILITY 

INTEGRITY 

To emphasize the role of the facility in the 
community and focus on patients, the 
design maximizes infection control in the 
equipment chosen, create environments 
where medical services can be provided as 
required and incorporates the services for 
tornado refuge and shelter.

The design focuses on using resources 
wisely and providing long-lasting quality. 
The decisions made on the project were 
energy efficient to meet needs of the 
hospital and keep it running smoothly with 
the best case scenario life-cycle cost, rather 
than designing to meet a standard like 
LEED to showcase a plaque on the wall.

 The team designed at a high caliber level 
while maintaining cost efficacy. The 
integration of all systems was paramount to 
supply quality work to meet and surpass the 
needs of the patients.
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3.2.2 aEi build initiativES
The AEI Build Initiatives include eight areas of focus 
within the Architectural Engineering profession to 
aim to improve the design, maintenance, and con-
struction of integrated buildings. The Murex design 
works to incorporate all of these through the goals set.

3.2.3 challEngES
The overall project challenges were addressed by the 
Murex mechanical team. They are covered in detail in 
other sections, but brief summaries are provided below.

• ENCLOSURE:  The enclosure choice of a 
rear-ventilated wall provides a thermal 
shield to keep temperatures constant for 
longer, decreasing the mechanical load. By 
coordinating window locations with the 
facade, internal loads have been determined 
to choose properly sized, energy efficient 
equipment for the system.

• SMART BUILDING INTEGRATION:  The build-
ing control and monitoring system provides 
the hospital with the ability to control as-
pects throughout a single system and track 
efficiency. Room controls integrated with this 
system allow for individualized patient

• DISASTER RESPONSE PLANNING: The 
mechanical systems have been designed to 
provide heating and cooling for the tornado 
shelter and refuges in case of an emergen-
cy. They are also designed to keep building 
pressurization in the stairwell during all 
emergencies to keep the air clean for the 
occupants.

The other challenges the mechanical design team 
faced are as follows: 

• When determining equipment locations, the 
site presented limited options. With sur-
rounding buildings, a busy, adjacent street, 
a future parking garage, and the need for a 
clean roof for the helipad, detailed coordina-
tion was required throughout the process.

• Compiling the HVAC restrictions and guide-
lines for the specified hospital spaces was 
an intensive process to develop the design 
for the project. Taking the time to slowly 
work through everything and double check 
the calculations and components was key to 
catching any possible mistakes early on in 
the design.

• Determining the best solution to provide 
adequate redundancy for the system resulted 
in always having the primary by splitting the 

load of the patient spaces across at least two 
AHUs

• Identifying the best innovative solution that 
promotes efficiency and maintaining redun-
dancy and minimal risk in the hospital for 
purposes of infection control and patient 
health and safety.

3.3.0 dESign critEria

3.3.1 codES & StandardS
Omaha has adopted the Omaha Municipal Code, which 
encompasses the 2006 IMC and the 2015 Omaha Plumb-
ing Code. The mechanical system design will be done 
in compliance with the Nebraska state codes as well 
as the following conditions and standards:2006 IMC

• 2000 LSC
• 2012 IFC
• ASHRAE Standard 62.1
• ASHRAE Standard 170
• 2013 ASHRAE Standard 90.1 
• ASHRAE Standard 55
• ASHRAE Principle of Heating, Ventilation 

and Air-Conditioning, 7th Edition
• HVAC Design Manual for Hospitals and Clin-

ics, 2nd Edition
• 2010 Closed-Loop/Geothermal Heat Pump 

Systems Design and Installations
• Closed-Loop Geothermal Systems Slinky 

Installation Guide 
• 2015 Omaha Plumbing Code
• 2012 IPC
• 2012 IFGC
• 2015 NFPA 99
• 2016 NFPA 55
• FGI 2014 Guidelines for Design and Con-

struction of Hospitals and Outpatient Facili-
ties

3.3.2 intEgratEd ProjEct dElivEry (iPd)
For this project, Murex utilized 
the Integrated Project Delivery 
Method. This method allows the 
mechanical design to be involved 
with the other disciplines during 
the entire design phase of the 
project. This delivery method 
worked well as the design called 
for interdisciplinary coordina-
tion, such as the energy piles and equipment loca-
tions due to space limitations. IPD allowed for quick 
response times to constant design changes. By using 
the IPD method, the mechanical team was able to de-
sign Lower Level 5 with the electrical team to properly 
locate all mechanical and electrical equipment. Hav-
ing the contractors on board during the design pro-
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cess is valuable as feasibility questions come into play 
with the project site, the budget is changing and value 
engineering options can be immediately discussed.

The team used the IPD method to ensure we 
were staying true to the AEI Build Initiatives. 
In meetings, members were reminded to keep 
these initiatives in mind when researching and 
developing the building systems and design.

3.3.3 SEt Point conditionS
In the figure below, the conditions the mechan-
ical team designed the space for is shown. The 
setpoint was based on ASHRAE Standard 62.1.

3.4.0 hvac SyStEmS

The loads for this building were calculated using Trane 
Trace 700. The outputs for the central plant sizing 
can be seen on page (Pg 58). Spreadsheets located 
on (Pg 58) show additional calculations for air totals, 
heating and cooling coils air handling units sizes, out-
side air requirements, and exhaust air requirements.

Many different solutions were considered including a 
radiant system, however, many systems are not appro-
priate to maintain the level of filtration and sanitation 
needed in a hospital without high risk and exorbitant 
cost. Creativity from the Murex team led to our ap-
proach of an innovative solution to the mechanical 
system while incorporating appropriate redundancy.

3.4.1 gEothErmal PiErS
This section will cover the effectiveness of the geo-
thermal piers and the reason the system was select-
ed for the Children’s Hospital and Medical Center.
In collaboration with the structural team, the design 
incorporated a spiral ground source loop into the 
drilled piers. This provides a cost-effective renewable 
resource for cooling without requiring additional 
earthwork. While other renewable energy resourc-
es were considered (such as PV: cells, windows, or 
facade), the payback for the initial cost could not be 
justified when trying to meet a large portion of the de-
mand load. A geothermal thermal system is a practi-
cal solution for the Midwestern location of the facility.

The development of the ground-source loop con-
cept develops as a result of the site and budget con-
straints when considering the load requirements. 
The mechanical team is working with the structural 
team to determine the appropriate locations for wells 
in relation to the structural piers. The additional 
earthwork and coordination that would be required 
to implement this system are over complicated and 
not cost-justifiable. The mechanical team performed 
more research into other solutions, which led to the 
concept of the energy piles, where the geothermal 
run is inside of the structural foundation. The break 
down of the concept can be seen in the image below.

 COOLING HEATING 

Outdoor Air 90.0 °F DB 74.6 °F -6.1 °F 

Thermostat  

NICU Patient Rooms 76.0 °F DB 50% RH 76.0 °F DB 

Operating Rooms 70.0 °F DB 50% RH 70.0 °F DB 

All Other Spaces 72.0 °F DB 50% RH 72.0 °F DB 
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This structure is cost effective due to the Mu-
rex construction team already performing earth-
work to this depth. The additional manpow-
er required in this process will be attaching the 
piping to the rebar cages and fusing the sections 
together as the cages are placed in the boreholes.

The mechanical team’s basis for design is an imper-
ative part of the structural design, where the runs 
are already located at certain positions below the 
building and at specified depths. From here, the pro-
cess required calculations to determine system ca-
pacity. There are 72 drilled piers and each descends 
89 feet below the slab on grade with a diameter of 
3 feet. However, some are too close together to each 
have a ground-source loop and maintain efficiency. 
The mechanical team chose to design for 65 ener-
gy piles.  See sheet (Pg 59) for the geothermal plan.

The team considered running the length of the ener-
gy foundation further than the 89 feet of the drilled 
shafts, however the cost of increased earth work and 
additional concrete and rebar usage resulted in a val-
ue engineering decision to maintain the standard de-
sign and focus budget on aspects of the hospital that 
more directly relate to patient care and experience.

The first set of calculations are based on a vertical 
run of the pipe in 2 sets per structural pile. Howev-
er, this resulted in a maximum capacity of 60 tons. 
Refer to page 59 to see geothermal pier calculations.

Further research led to additional layouts for energy piles. 
The graphic below shows potential pile configurations 
in drilled piers. The spiral or helix formation could pro-
vide additional linear footage to increase the capacity.

Research shows the spiral loop, often called 
the slinky loop, provides a simple installa-
tion by following design and installation guides.

Using the 2010 Closed-Loop/Geothermal Heat Pump 
Systems Design and Installations and the Closed-Loop 
Geothermal Systems Slinky Installation Guide from the 
International Ground Source Heat Pump Association, 
the mechanical team determines the design and capac-
ity for the 65 slinky loops. Each energy pile extends 89 
feet with a 3-foot diameter concrete structure that en-
cases a vertical slinky run with a 2 feet diameter, and 6 
inches of clearance is required from the edge of the pier.

The system’s capacity can serve approximate-
ly 27% of the required heat exchange when the 
system runs at its peak cooling load by imple-
menting this ground source loop strategy. Refer 
to page 59 to see geothermal pier calculations.

The cooling tower will provide the required heat 
exchange of the water that cannot be met by the 
ground loop to provide consistency and meet any 
future needs the hospital may produce. A oneline 
diagram of this system can be seen on page 69.

3.4.2 cEntral Plant dESign
Since this building is being treated as a separate facility 
on the existing hospital campus, it shall have a stand-
alone water-cooled central plant and gas-fueled boil-
er system. The central plant will be located on Lower 
Level 5. The mechanical central plant design involves 
two water-cooled chillers, one cooling tower located on 
the lower roof at the elevation of Level 2, two gas-fu-
eled boilers, and a ground source loop. The ground 
source loop is used to as an alternative to the cooling 
tower by using the earth as a heat sink for the water.

3.4.1.1 cooling SourcE
The cooling system is provided by two (2) 850-ton 
nominal water-cooled chillers with VFDs. This provides 
75% redundancy. There will be one (1) 800-ton single 
cell cooling tower located on the lower roof, which is lo-
cated in line with Level 2. Two (2) 2500 GPM split cou-
pled vertical inline condensing pumps will be installed 
(with VFDs for soft start). Two (2) 1750 GPM split cou-
pled vertical inline primary chilled water pumps are 
selected with VFDs. One pump on each is system is 
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for redundancy. Flow meters will be provided in the 
chilled water supply pipes before exiting the central 
plant. Controls will be programmed to run pumps on 
a schedule to maintain even wear on all components.

3.4.1.2 hEating SourcE
The heating system is provided by two (2) 23,287 
MBH gas fired boilers in the central plant in a rated 
room separate from chillers.  Two (2) 2500 GPM split 
coupled vertical inline boiler pumps will be installed 
with VFDs. This allows the pumps to cycle and reduces 
strain on a single pump while providing 85% redun-
dancy. Flow meters will be provided in the heating 
water supply pipes before exiting the central plant.

3.4.1.3 chillEd and hEating WatEr diStribution 
to thE building
Chilled water will be distributed to all levels of the hos-
pital facility at an entering water temperature of 42 de-
grees. Piping-main locations will be coordinated with 
slab voids on each level. Runs to upper floors will occur 
in the chases. All chilled and heating water piping shall 
be Schedule 40 black steel, US domestic manufactured.

3.4.1.4 air handling SyStEmS
The facility shall be served by chilled water AHUs 
with VAV reheat boxes. Due to the nature of the fa-
cility, some of the AHUs will serve 100% outside air 
and others will meet the minimum requirement for 
outside air for each area served according to Chap-
ter 4 of the IMC and be equipped with economizers. 
All units have been selected and located in a man-
ner that simplifies maintenance and filter replace-
ments. See page 60 attached for equipment schedules.

3.4.1.4.1 100% outSidE air unitS 
The 100% outside air AHUs shall be medium pressure, 
double wall, VAV Air-Handling Units with outside air 
dampers, MERV 8 pre-filters, MERV 14 final filters, 
a gas humidifier, a hot water preheat coil, a chilled 
water cooling coil, a hot water reheat coil, a UV filter 
across coils, and a fan array controlled by ECM motors.

3.4.1.4.2 all othEr unitS 
The other AHUs shall be double wall, VAV Air-Han-
dling Units with an economizer to control outside air 
dampers, an air flow station on the OA damper sec-
tion, MERV 8 pre-filters, MERV 14 final filters, a gas 
humidifier,  a hot water preheat coil, a chilled water 
cooling coil, a hot water reheat coil, a UV filter across 
coils, and a fan array controlled by ECM motors. The 
graphic below shows the makeup of one of these units.  

3.5.0 air diStribution

The air distribution design optimizes flexibility in the 
hospital while minimizing the spread of infection.

3.5.1 air FloW Path
The air flow path for the building starts with the air 
handlers and is distributed downstream. The Mu-
rex team provided specific air flow path descrip-
tions for common spaces in the pediatric facility.

3.5.1.1 inPatiEnt SPacES
The air handling units that supply all of the patient 
areas are 100% OA to eliminate the potential for 
contamination, with a positive pressurization. The 
flow path for this type of space will have outside air 
brought in by the unit and properly conditioned be-
fore flowing through the individual room’s reheat VAV 
box, which can be tempered according to the patient. 
The air is then supplied to the space. The air will not 
return to this specified unit, as it is 100% outside air, 
but will escape the room through bathroom exhaust, 
exfiltrate through the envelope or transfer to the ad-
jacent corridor, where it may be relieved or returned 
and filtered. While the photo in this section does not 
represent all patient rooms, the portion of the photo 
that shows the patient room and the attached bath-
room is a correct representation. However, the air 
escapes into the corridor, rather than an anteroom.
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The patient rooms in the facility that have anterooms 
attached are for highly infectious patients. The air 
flow in the anterooms controls the removal of all 
contaminants from the patient room and preventing 
the spread throughout the hospital. The bathroom 
exhaust system removes all air from the space. The 
image below shows the air flow path in these spaces.

 
3.5.1.2 critical carE SPacES
The air flow path for the critical spaces is the same 
as inpatient spaces, however, OR locations will be 
supplied by a venturi valve. The image below shows 
a typical operating room. The unit above the ceiling 
for the OR’s in this facility will have a DX booster coil 
to better serve the temperature variance demands.The 

airflow design of operating rooms focuses on infection 
control. The image on the right shows an air curtain 
created by a laminar flow diffuser above the patient 
and slot diffusers along the sides to create a bubble 
around the patient and provide only clean, filtered 
air to the surgical area. This allows doctors to freely 
move in and out of the air curtain and still minimize 
the risk of infection from anything airborne. The air 
handling unit serving these spaces (and all spaces in 
the facility) have high pre- and post-filters, rather than 
a filter at the room supply diffuser. This simplifies the 
maintenance process, as in-room filter changes require 

heavy sanitation procedures to prepare the room for 
upcoming surgeries, resulting in care for fewer people.

3.5.1.3 SErvicE SPacES
The main service spaces in the building are kitchen 
and laundry facilities, both of which are supplied by 
air handling units that process a portion of return 
air. The air is distributed from the air handling unit 
with the minimum specified outside air and return 
air mixture that has been filtered and conditioned 
for the space. The air is then supplied to the space, 
and eventually returned to the unit to be relieved or 
returned and filtered. In the kitchen spaces, much 
of this air will be exhausted, per code based design.

3.5.1.4  common arEa SPacES
The air flow path for the common area spaces is the 
same as non-kitchen service spaces. This includes 
waiting areas, office areas, and circulation areas.

3.5.2 vEntilation rEquirEmEntS
The varying levels of infection control directly impact 
the need for differing amounts of outdoor air. Sever-
al space types are served by 100% filtered outside 
air and exhaust 100% of the air supplied to main-
tain microbial control of the space. These spaces are 
served by designated air handling units that only 
process 100% outside air. Other spaces are served 
by an amount of outside air as deemed by ASHRAE 
62.1 and refilter and recycle the return air from these 
spaces. Refer to page 61 for Outside Air Calculations.
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3.5.3 rEliEF and toilEt ExhauSt
To keep the roof clean on both the upper and lower lev-
el, all exhaust, relief, and outside air fans will be in the 
mechanical penthouse. Components on the roof will be 
limited to plumbing vents and air louvers. The provid-
ed relief duct system will consist of a relief fan system 
in the penthouse (with VFD), un-insulated galvanized 
sheet metal relief duct riser and takeoffs on each floor. 
Take-offs shall have fire/smoke dampers, two position 
dampers, and manual balancing dampers. A static pres-
sure sensor in the duct shall adjust the VFD to maintain 
the setpoint. Discharge through the upper roof shall 
be louvered. A toilet exhaust system shall be provided 
for each level. The toilet exhaust fan on the roof shall 
discharge through louvers. The design excludes energy 
recovery due to the potential risk of microbial disper-
sion. The air distribution system will be providing the 
cleanest air possible by interspersing the air streams.

3.5.4 vEnturi valvES
Venturi valves will control the pressure in the high-
ly sensitive spaces in the facility, such as the ORs. 
They are immune to lint and dust in the airstream 
that can clog VAVs and disrupt the supply and ex-
haust balance. They also require minimal main-
tenance, resulting in fewer disruptions in usage.
 
Each unit that serves an OR will be equipped with 
a DX booster coil with a stand-alone condenser. 
This allows for more rapid temperature changes to 
quickly prepare the room for use. With a rapid en-
vironmental adjustment, less energy is required 
to keep the space prepped for extended hours.

3.5.5 vibration iSolation
Major floor mounted equipment on levels other than 
Lower Level 5 will be equipped with springs to control 
vibration. If site testing shows that additional isolation 
is necessary, self-leveling systems may be implemented.

3.5.6 acouStic control
The major mechanical equipment in the hospital is lo-
cated far from patient rooms and procedure rooms to 
minimize disruption of patient and staff activities. Main 
duct runs will be located above coordinators whenever 
possible to prevent excess noise in these areas. Sound 
attenuators will be placed within the ductwork at iden-
tified problem areas. Acoustic control is important to 
Murex’s design because hospitals designed and con-
structed with reduced noise levels typically experience 
higher patient satisfaction due to the more comforting 
environment and improved sleep. These factors can lead 
to quicker healing times, which can mean shorter stays 
and reduced costs for both patients and hospitals. From 

a hospital employee perspective, a low-noise environ-
ment can increase job satisfaction, which could reduce 
employee turnover. All of these components influence 
the patient experience for which Murex is designing.

3.6.0 EncloSurE

3.6.1 vErtical ExtErior FacadE
The mechanical team worked with the architect and 
the structural team to select the TERRART®-Large 
Terracotta Facade. The rear-ventilated facade al-
lows for air movement (via the chimney effect) with-
in the wall to optimize the energy efficiency of the 
mechanical system. The facade protects against ex-
treme temperatures to maintain room conditions.

The wall construction is made of the materials list-
ed on the chart above. The design U-Factor is 0.064, 
and the design R-Factor is R-13 + R-7.5 (stud cavity 
insulation addition). The wall assembly meets en-
ergy code and project thermal requirements with-
out the stud cavity insulation, but for this proj-
ect, the team specified the additional insulation.

 The construction of the facade provides a gas util-
ity savings of over 23% in comparison to a sim-
ple concrete facade construction. It provides a 
total building energy savings of 5% according 
to calculations performed in Trane Trace 700.
 
The energy consumption by the Children’s Hospi-
tal and Medical Center is about 65% better than 
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the baseline typical hospital energy use in Cli-
mate Zone 5A (per ASHRAE) according to the 
NREL 2010 Edition. It is also about 28% bet-
ter than the low-energy typical hospital baseline.

3.6.1.1 rEmoval oF thErmal bridgE
The facade has maximum insulation by eliminat-
ing the thermal bridge. The removal of the thermal 
bridge and addition of the chimney effect prevent 
mist and mold development that may otherwise occur.

3.6.1.2 thErmal ShiEld
The facade also maximizes on a thermal shield to pro-
tect the building from solar rays and extreme tempera-
ture. The design allows for air to flow through open 
joints to balance air pressure and minimize water pen-
etration. Back ventilation assists in maintaining a dry 
cavity and negates the build-up of hot air.  As a result, 

the perimeter walls change temperature at a slower rate
3.6.1.3 rESulting comFort
The proposed facade creates energy savings due 
to the lowered envelope load. The ventilated facade 
also promotes the health of safety of every occupant 
by maintaining thermal and hygrometric balance.

3.6.2 rooF EncloSurE
In cohesion with the structural team’s design, equip-
ment was placed to benefit all disciples. A lot of co-
ordination occurred to ensure the mechanical equip-
ment operates correctly while having the required 
clearance. Refer to mechanical sheet 68 for the pent-
house layout. The central plant equipment is placed on 
a lower level to reduce the stress on the supporting 

members. The cooling tower will be placed on the low-
er roof of the facility. This roof level will also house 
an outdoor garden seating area for patients to enjoy 
the outdoors. The cooling tower will be shielded by 
a vertical garden and be utilized as a focal feature. 

This option was chosen over ground mounted options 
due to the congested existing campus and future proj-
ect plans (i.e. the neighboring parking garage). This lo-
cation is also at a higher elevation than the chillers so 
the pump will work correctly, and it ensures free area 
around the cooling tower for proper operation and 
maintenance. All pumps needed in the roof enclosure 
are placed in a pump room so proper maintenance can 
be performed easily. The equipment has been placed so 
that all duct, pipe, and fittings can fit between the struc-
ture and to minimize penetrations in the voided slab.
 
3.6.3 clEan rooF
The cooling tower will be the only equipment placed 
on either roof in attempts to meet the clean roof de-
sign. The lower rooftop garden deviates from the 
typical “clean roof” concept, but it creates an out-
door feature that the hospital’s campus would not 
otherwise be able to house, due to the continuous 
development. This was a design decision weighed 
by the influence of greenery and outdoor exposure 
for health and happiness and the value of land for 
real estate purposes and its role in facility growth.
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3.7.0 PrESSurization

3.7.1 building PrESSurization
Building pressurization is designed to be slightly pos-
itive to ensure there is no infiltration. It is imperative 
to maintain building pressure because infiltration 
significantly affects not only building loads, but also 
infection control. Building pressurization is controlled 
by pressure gauges reading the interior and exterior 
pressure. The pressure sensors communicate with the 
building relief fan, and the fan modulates by use of a 
VFD to maintain the correct pressure. The design calls 
for a total of 187,850 CFM of outside air, 51,445 CFM 
of exhaust air, and 136,400 CFM of exfiltration. The 
calculations can be seen on page 59. These values are 
calculated to meet the recommendations of the IMC. 
The relief duct pathway is designed to support 162,130 
CFM to allow for future expansion in the facility as shell 
space is finished out. The building is designed with 
exfiltration to ensure it will have a positive pressure.  
System air balance between outdoor air, relief air, and 

System air balance between outdoor air, relief air, and 
toilet exhaust will allow approximately 3.5% of the de-
sign CFM for positive pressure. It is imperative that the 
specialized medical use spaces maintain a positive pres-
sure for infection control and the safety of the occupants.

3.7.2 Stair PrESSurization
Stair pressurization is designed to ensure proper 
pressure is maintained in the stairway in the case 
of an emergency or fire so that smoke will not enter 
the path of egress. Stair pressurization shafts are 
located directly behind the stairwells. In the case 
of an event the stair pressurization fan will turn on 
and the stairway will become pressurized. The stair 
pressurization fan is selected so the pressure differ-
ential will still allow the door to operate correctly.

3.7.3 SPEciFic SPacES
According to Table 7 of ASHRAE Standard 170, the 
design parameters for hospital spaces widely vary. 

Below is a diagram of pressurization airflow for infec-
tion control purposes. The following sections will be 
addressing specific areas based on this information.

3.7.3.1 inPatiEnt SPacES
Simple patient rooms do not have specified pressuriza-
tions, however any protective environment rooms that 
require anterooms must have positive pressures to keep 
any potential contaminants from the rest of the building 
population. To provide the hospital flexibility, all patient 
rooms were designed to potentially be a critical care 
room to accommodate overflow if necessary. Therefore, 
they were all designed with a positive pressurization.

3.7.3.2 critical carE SPacES
The majority of spaces covered under critical care 
require positive pressurization to maintain steril-
ization. These space types include operating rooms, 
the intensive care units, the delivery rooms, trauma 
care rooms, and procedure rooms. The majority of 
the patient rooms on our levels fall into these cate-
gories. Pressure requirements for these spaces shall 
be maintained in the event of loss of normal elec-
trical power. This conforms with the provisions of 
NFPA 99, Standard for Health Care Facilities 5 (Refer 
to Section 4.4 of NFPA 99 for a specific list of equip-
ment that should be on the essential electrical system). 

3.7.3.3 SErvicE SPacES
The main service spaces for the hospital are the 
kitchen and laundry areas. Any area that deals with 
trash, soiled linens, and other used items must be 
a negative space. Alternatively, spaces with clean 
linens must have positive spaces. Food prepara-
tion spaces do not have explicit pressurization re-
quirements but must be appropriately exhausted.
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3.7.3.2 common arEa SPacES
To assure the necessary pressurization for the spaces 
above is correct, the majority of the surrounding spac-
es have either negative requirements or no require-
ments all. This includes corridors and waiting rooms.

3.8.0 Plumbing dESign

Murex focused on an overarching goal of maximum 
safety for the occupants of Children’s Hospital and 
Medical Center. The plumbing design prioritizes 
that goal as well as Murex’s other two goals of sus-
tainability and integrity. As noted in each section, 
this design followed code and industry best practice 
throughout the process. All plumbing will be de-
signed to meet the minimum requirements of 2015 
Omaha Plumbing Code. Stack locations were coordi-
nated with the structural team, to determine the best 
locations to penetrate the voided slab of each floor.

3.8.1 domEStic WatEr SErvicE
Demand for the domestic water service was deterDe-
mand for the domestic water service was determined 
by adding the fixture units for the fixtures served 
and then converting the quantity of fixture units to 
GPM per 2012 IPC. For the scope of this project, the 
domestic water pressure was estimated by consider-
ing the head loss of the building as a whole. It was 
determined that a booster pump will be required to 
maintain the water pressure throughout the entire 
building. Patient care buildings shall have a mini-
mum of two separate service entrances designed for 
full demand. These services will enter the building 
at separate locations with a piped loop around the 
building. This provides uninterrupted water supply 
for operations and maintenance capability. Installa-
tion shall comply with 2015 Omaha Plumbing Code.

3.8.2 Sanitary drainagE
For the scope of this project, only the system main 
has For the scope of this project, only the system 
main has been sized. Demand for the sanitary drain-
age system was figured in accordance with 2012 IPC. 
The main was determined by summing the drainage 
fixture units for all of the fixtures in Children’s Hos-
pital and Medical Center and using the total for hor-
izontal branch length. This calculation accounts for 
future expansion into the shell spaces and is shown 
in Table 62. Waste vent sizing follows this method.

3.8.3 natural gaS
Demand for the natural gas service was determined 
by summing all of the equipment loads in MBH and 
then using the peak demand load and the estimat-

ed length of the total layout per 2012 IFGC. Table 
in Page 62 details this calculation. The natural gas 
will be supplied to the building at elevated pres-
sure. There will be a pressure regulator on the sup-
ply to the kitchen equipment to bring the supply 
pressure down to meet the equipments’ demand.

3.8.4 hot WatEr hEatErS
For the scope of this project, only the domestic hot wa-
ter heating system and main have been sized.There are 
two hot water heating systems with two boilers each.  
The kitchen and sterilization areas will have their own 
separate system due to higher demand temperatures. 
Each system will have a storage tank that maintains the 
temperature of the water preventing the delay in the 
supply hot water to the fixtures.  To calculate the main 
supply, the fixture units for the hot water demand are 
summed and converted to GPM per 2012 IPC. For the 
boilers, the fixture demand was converted into GPH. 
Using the estimated quantity of peak demand hours, 
the boilers are sized in 62. Each of the two systems is 
designed with two boilers that can carry approximate-
ly two-thirds of the peak demand load. This design 
will provide redundancy for each system to ensure 
there will be enough hot water for most of each day.

3.8.5 rooF drainagE
Roof drainage provided in accordance to the 2012 
IPC chapter 11 and 2015 Omaha Plumbing Code. 
Overflow protection is to be provided by a back-
up system of roof drains. The overflow roof drain is 
placed 3” higher, therefore it will not operate unless 
the primary system fails. Adjacent wall run off was 
considered for this calculation, as seen in Table (Pg 
62). Figure in (Pg 62) shows the roof drain zones. 

3.8.6 FirE ProtEction
An Automatic sprinkler system is to be installed in 
accordance with 2012 IFP. The Omaha Children’s 
Hospital and Medical Center is a light hazard build-
ing, with a commercial sized kitchen that is an or-
dinary hazard, therefore the fire protection system 
will be sized for ordinary hazard. Each sprinkler 
can cover a 15’ x 15’ area with a maximum center 
to center spacing of 15’ - 0”. For the scope of this 
project only the service entrance size has been cal-
culated. Table in (Pg 62) shows this calculation.
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3.8.7 mEdical gaS
Medical gas is to be installed and stored in accordance 
with 2012 IPC and NFPA 99 and follow design guide-
lines described in FGI 2014. The patient rooms will 
be controlled in zones with shut off valves and con-
trol panels per floor. For the scope of this project only 
the system and required storage has been designed. 
Due to the size of this project, a bulk-oxygen system 
will be used. Table in (Pg 62) shows the calculation 
to estimate the monthly supply of oxygen and the 
required size of the bulk storage. This estimate in-
cludes assumed future expansion into the shell space. 

Nitrous oxide will only be supplied to anesthetizing lo-
cations from a cylinder-manifold system. The design 
will have a primary and reserve bank of K-cylinders for 
the typical monthly supply. To size the cylinder-man-
ifold system, each anesthetizing location will require 
one-half cylinder for each primary and reserve month-
ly supplies; table in (Pg 62) depicts this calculation. 

3.8.8 comPrESSEd mEdical air
Medical air will be produced on site and supplied by 
a medical air-compressor system. This compressor 
system will consist of multiple compressors in sets. 
These sets will each have the capacity to supply the 
demand load and will run on a rotating schedule. 
This multiple redundancy design provides an un-
interruptible supply of medical air. For the scope 
of this project only the required standard cubic 
feet per minute has been calculated. This calcula-
tion includes an estimated future expansion into the 
shell space. Table in (Pg 62) details this calculation.

  
3.8.9 vacuum
The vacuum system is to be installed in accordance 
with 2012 IPC and NFPA 99. Vacuum is produced by 
a dual vacuum pump for full redundancy with air ex-
hausted from the system discharged directly to the 
atmosphere. For the scope of this project, only the re-
quired standard cubic feet per minute of the system has 
been calculated; table in (Pg 62) shows this calculation.
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3.8.10 StErilization
As there is no steam as part of the mechanical de-
sign, the facility will utilize a localized sterilization 
system using ozone gas. The facility manager or oth-
er staff can handle the system safely and monitor it. 
It is also environmentally friendly. It allows for 100% 
sterilization, rather than just disinfection and reduc-
es the need for gamma radiation, eliminated degra-
dation, and off-gassing of plastic components that 
could negatively affect the sterilization process. The 
image below shows the Portable Gas Transfer Devic-
es and the connection required for the gas disper-
sion sterilization value to supply necessary spaces.

3.9.0 controlS & building monitoring SyStEm
The control system for the central plant will be a pro-
grammable logic control system (PLC). Every piece 
of equipment can be remotely controlled by facili-
ty personnel at any time, but the smart controls will 
interact with each other and the equipment VFDs t 
run at the most energy efficient setting at all times 
while maintaining code standards. While the Chil-
dren’s Hospital and Medical Center has the utmost 
faith in its facility management team, the advance-
ment of building automation systems provide the 
best consistent results for the hospital’s environ-
ment. As a medical facility, there is an expectation 
from patients and the community to utilize the latest 
technology in security and building management. 

All units will have control sensors to be integrated with 
the building monitoring system. The system incorporat-
ed will be the DGLogik DGLux5 System as part of Acuity 
Brands. Through the BMS system, the facility managers 
and the owner will be able to track all of the equipment 
and maintain a record of the performance. This system 
allows for access to all data sources in a single uni-
fied workspace which can derive information from any 
database, iot device, or social media platform, among 
other things. It has an entirely drag and drop environ-
ment which allows for instant customization for which 

data sets are most important. The graphic below shows 
how the building monitoring system integrates with 
the mechanical system and the display portal it offers.

This will be shown at a kiosk in each lobby, as well 
as being the start screen for all TVs throughout the 
facility. In each patient room, the tv home screen will 
showcase the building monitoring system’s live sta-
tistics and offer an interactive platform for patients 
and their families to explore. What will be shown in 
these public applications will be controlled from a 
centralized authoritative source within the hospital, 
as much information will be in this system that the 
public does not need access to, such as tracking of 
equipment and other patients, or security systems. 

The patient rooms will all be individually controlled 
with smart thermostats for the patients. These controls 
will be integrated with the overall system for when hos-
pital staff must override the system for patient safety.  

3.10.0 tornado ShEltEr and rEFugE dESign
To ensure the safety of the patients and staff during 
emergencies, the Murex team worked together to pro-
vide a tornado refuge across all levels in the structure. 
This section of the building includes a main stairway 
that leads to the basement tornado shelter. The stairwell 
will be pressurized, as described in the above sections, 
and air will be appropriately distributed to these spaces.

3.11.0 concluSion
The design of the Omaha Children’s Hospital and Med-
ical Center was an opportunity to integrate design sys-
tems to provide a staple in the community. The Murex 
mechanical team carefully investigated design po-
tentials to select the ideal combination of innovation, 
cost-justification, redundancy, and safety requirement 
to create the best possible solution for the facility. The 
design meets Murex’s high caliber design standards 
for a long-lasting, reliable addition to the campus.
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Geothermal Piles located on the foundation plan to show 
coordination with structural piers
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4.1.0 ExEcutivE Summary

Murex has provided the preliminary design for the 
Children’s Hospital and Medical Center in Omaha 
Nebraska. The facility is a 10 floor, 460,000 square 
foot healthcare facility. This submittal will cover all 
electrical system designs as well as the integration 
with all other systems to a design development level. 
4.1.1 introduction
The goals and designs of Murex are based on the 
principles of  safety, integrity, and sustainability 
as outlined in the Architectural Engineering Insti-
tute Build Initiative. Murex believes these initia-
tives best serve the interest of the building owner 
and the community the building will affect. It is 
our goal to provide design that has a positive and 
lasting impact for all who come in contact with it.

4.1.2 ProjEct dEScriPtion
The facility is a new construction on an existing cam-
pus, providing additions to the NICU and PICU, as well 
as adding a CCU and Fetal Care Program.This new ten 
story tower and four story ancillary podium is located 
adjacent to West Dodge Road, one of the main roads 
through Omaha. Throughout the electrical design, Mu-
rex wanted to deliver solutions to the overall project 
challenges set, as well as align with the individual in-
ternal team goals. With this in mind, Murex has decid-
ed to focus its design on maximizing safety, integrity, 
and sustainability to create a cohesive, efficient design.
4.1.3 dESign goalS
Murex’s electrical design team has set two overall goals:

4.1.4 dESign SolutionS
The Murex design team carefully selected the 
components of the design in cooperation with all 
disciplines to find solutions that complimented 
each others’ designs. The design goals described 
above were other driving factors in the process.

building monitoring SyStEm

The building monitoring system will integrate with 
the MEP systems to improve efficiency and allow in-
dividualized patient control for improved comfort. It 
will also allow patients and any guests in the build-
ing to see the energy savings throughout the build-
ing and their impact. This is a useful tool in that it 
allows for customization for the user, while being 
connected to every control throughout the building, 
whether it be lighting, healthcare specific, or HVAC.

HIGHLY EFFICIENT SYSTEMS

The main electrical equipment 
and light systems have controls 
that when operated properly will 
reduce energy usage and increase 
efficiency.

RELIABILITY 
The design has redundancy 
throughout to excel in situations of 
emergency or disaster.

COST EFFECTIVE CHOICES

as a midwestern city, overall cost 
is extremely important, and 
including solutions that 
maximized performance while 
reducing cost were integral.

PATIENT CONTROL AND COMFORT
The first and foremost concern of 
the hospital is to provide top of the 
line care to its patients. To alleviate 
the stress of being in an uncomfort-
able or frightening new area, 
patients have options and freedom 
in each room to fit their needs.

su
bg

oa
ls

Provide a design that allows for a comfort-
able and personalized experience for each 
patient and their family, as well as the 
professionals working there. 

1

2

maingoals
Provide a building that provides the safest 
possible environment whether in normal, 
emergency, or disaster operations.
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4.2.0 introduction

The 2018 AEI Student Design Competition proposed 
the challenge of designing the Children’s Hospital and  
Medical Center new addition in Omaha, Nebraska. 
The building is approximately 460,000 square feet, 
with typical hospital spaces, as well as PICU, NICU, Fe-
tal Care Program, and CCU floors.This new ten story 
tower and four story ancillary podium project site is 
located right off one of Omaha’s busiest roads, West 
Dodge Road. This submittal will address the opportu-
nities and challenges that informed the final electri-
cal system solutions and schemes chosen by Murex.

4.2.1 goalS
The primary goals of Murex are to maximize safe-
ty, integrity, and sustainability. These concepts 
are used to create a cohesive, efficient design.
These goals were selected for the following reasons:

SAFETY 

INTEGRITY 

SUSTAINABILITY 

To emphasize the role of the facility in the community and 
focus on patients, the design incorporates services for tornado 
refuge and shelter, maximizes infection control in design of the 
systems, and creates environments where medical services can 
be provided without fear of having any complications because 
of the systems designed and implemented throughout the 
building.

The team designed at a high caliber while maintaining cost 
efficacy. The integration of all systems was paramount to 
supply quality work to meet and surpass the needs of the 
patients and staff throughout the building. 

 The electrical team’s design focus is on using resources 
wisely and providing long-lasting quality. The decisions made 
on the project were energy efficient to meet the needs of the 
hospital and keep it running smoothly with the best case 
scenario life cycle cost, rather than to try and meet a standard 
like LEED just to get a plaque on the wall. 

4.2.2 aEi build initiativES
The AEI Build Initiatives include eight areas of focus 
within the Architectural Engineering profession to 
aim to improve the design, maintenance, and con-
struction of integrated buildings. The Murex design 
works to incorporate all of these through the goals 
set, and in all meetings members were reminded 
to keep these initiatives in mind while research-
ing and developing the building systems and design.

4.  ElEctrical narrativE

4.1.0    Executive Summary
4.2.0    Project Introduction

4.2.1     Goals 
4.2.2     AEI Build Initiatives 
4.2.3     Challenges 
4.2.4     Codes & Standards

4.3.0    Design Solutions
4.3.1     Power Generation
4.3.2     Power Distribution System
4.3.3     Lighting and Controls

4.4.0    Special Systems
4.4.1     Security System
4.4.2     Building Monitoring System
4.4.3     Specialty Healthcare 

Controls System
4.4.4     Fire Alarm

4.5.0    Integration
4.5.1     Integrated Project Delivery 
4.5.2     Structural Integration 
4.5.3     Mechanical Integration

4.6.0    Conclusion
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4.2.3 challEngES
The overall project challenges were addressed by the 
electrical team. They are addressed throughout oth-
er sections, but brief summaries are provided below.

• ENCLOSURE: The enclosure will be all 
around the building, including the window 
pop outs for each patient room. For these 
windows, shading and daylighting technol-
ogies will be utilized to aid in the design 
challenge. The motorized Mechoshades 
and daylight sensors will work seamlessly 
together to provide optimal daylight to the 
occupants of the room, while still providing 
the patient the control to choose where their 
shades and light levels are at.  

• SMART BUILDING: All of the systems 
throughout the building are compatible 
with each other. This includes the build-
ing monitoring system, security system, 
healthcare specific systems, lighting con-
trol systems, and mechanical controls. The 
building monitoring system can display 
any part of this which will be located at 
kiosks in lobby areas, as well as the home 
screen for each TV throughout the building.

DISASTER RESPONSE PLAN: The electrical 
systems have been designed to keep power 
to the tornado shelters, as well as places like 
Operating Rooms, where the patients are 
in a high risk situation without the disaster 
occurring. Whether a loss of power comes 
from the local utility or a disaster, generators 
and Uninterruptible Power Systems will kick 
in depending on the event that occurs and 
allow all other systems to respond to the 
disasters and maximize the safety of those 
within the building.

4.2.4 codES and StandardS
Omaha has adopted the 2009 IECC, and the elec-
trical system design will be in compliance of the 
2009 IECC as a minimum, with the team going 
above and beyond in many cases to improve ef-
ficiency throughout the building. The following 
codes and standards have been used as an alternate 
path of compliance or in addition to the 2009 IECC: 

• 2007 ASHRAE 90.1
• 2014 National Electrical Code
• 2010 NFPA-72
• IESNA 10th edition handbook

4.3.0 dESign SolutionS 
The solutions to the challenges listed above, as well 
as the building’s electrical system will be addressed 
through the power generation and distribution sys-
tems, which are fully discussed in the following 
sections. In addition, controls, lighting, and other 
special systems including security will be outlined.

4.3.1 PoWEr gEnEration
Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) will provide the 
electric service to the building and Metropolitan Util-
ities District (M.U.D) will provide the natural gas ser-
vice. The electrical team analyzed the cost of serving 
the building’s heating system with natural gas com-
pared to electricity. The results are shown in the sup-
porting documentation (link). The analysis shows that 
using natural gas for heating instead of electricity will 
reduce yearly heating costs by 75% and overall energy 
costs by 3%. The utility transformers will be located 
at the Southeast corner of the building at the entrance 
for Lower Level 5. There will be four services of 4000A 
each, and the building service will be a 480/277V, 
3-phase, 4-wire feeder based on the building load de-
scribed in the supporting documentation. The follow-
ing sections describe additional power sources used 
for the project, including energy piles and the UPS.

4.3.1.1 EnErgy PilES
The energy piles will utilize geothermal energy which 
will reduce the electrical load in cooling mode. As the en-
ergy piles will be able to support part of the cooling tow-
er load, the energy saved in return will allow the cooling 
tower to be a smaller size thus saving electrical energy.

4.3.1.2 EmErgEncy PoWEr
The building will be equipped with a UPS, discussed 
below, as well as four emergency generators. One will 
feed the critical power, one will feed the life safety pow-
er, and another will feed the equipment power, while 
the fourth one will be for redundancy. Their sizes will 
be 1250kW each. They will each have a 2500 gallon 
diesel storage tank located near it to provide 48 hours 
of run time in case of power loss or disaster.  They will 
be attached to generator paralleling gear so that the 
loads that need to be served first are able to, as well as 
allowing all generators to synchronize before connect-
ing to the system. This will prevent issues with sine 
waves being out of sync, which would put harmonics on 
the system. This would be a serious problem because 
there is a large amount of sensitive equipment being 
served on emergency power.  Calculations for the gen-
erator are included in the supporting documents (link)
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4.3.1.3 unintErruPtiblE PoWEr SyStEm
The two options of battery backups and flywheels 
were discussed when considering the UPS designed 
for the Operating Rooms. The team decided to imple-
ment flywheels into the project. This was due to the 
flywheels having a better reliability, energy efficiency, 
and lower life-cycle costs. Some of the disadvantag-
es of batteries would be battery acid neutralization 
and battery monitoring systems that would need to 
be implemented to make them effective and safe. Be-
cause of these factors, and the building already hav-
ing several layers of redundancy incorporated into it, 
flywheels were decided to be a more feasible option. 
The flywheels will be located in the OR UPS room on 
Level 1 for convenient location near the Operating 
Rooms. The UPS will provide power to the OR loads 
while the generators are starting up, connected to the 
critical branch panels via an automatic transfer switch.  

4.3.2 PoWEr diStribution SyStEm
The power distribution system will be throughout the 
building, encompassing a multitude of different piec-
es of equipment. The service entrance will be at the 
Southeast corner of Lower Level 5, where the four ser-
vices will enter. Almost all major electrical distribution 
equipment is located on this Lower Level 5 to effectively 
maximize space used and create a central location for 
the structural team to design around, instead of multi-
ple smaller locations. This also allows for ease of access 
for maintenance purposes. Locating the electrical and 
mechanical equipment in the same vicinity allows for 
shorter piping, conduit, and ducts between equipment, 
which will save in costs for installation and materials.    

Each main switchboard will break off into two primary 
distribution panels, each to serve one of the stacked elec-
trical rooms, having a total of eight panels each, from 
Lower Level 5 to Level 2. There will also be secondary 
distribution panels on Level 3 fed from the primary dis-
tribution panels, that will feed power for Levels 3 and up.  

Each electrical room will incorporate a high volt-
age and low voltage normal power panel, as well as 
a high and low voltage panel for critical, life safe-
ty, and equipment. From the A electrical rooms, two 
sub-panels, normal and a critical low voltage, will be 
fed to accommodate the patient rooms in the South-
west Corner of the building that otherwise could 
not be reached adequately because of voltage drop. 
These panels will be located out in the corridor, re-
cessed into the wall and be dedicated to patient care. 

Each typical patient room will have two circuits, one 
normal and one critical. The normal circuit will feed 
half of the patient headboard receptacles, as well as 
convenience receptacles, while the critical circuit will 

only feed the other half of the patient headboard re-
ceptacles. Also out of the electrical rooms will be the 
isolated ground panels for each operating room. One 
normal and one critical panel will be present for each 
OR, and between the isolated ground transformers 
and the high voltage critical panel will be the UPS. 
Each operating room will have 36 dedicated recepta-
cles, 18 with normal power and 18 with critical power.  

4.3.3 lighting and controlS 
The lighting and control systems utilized throughout 
the facility will give consideration to human health 
and comfort, as well as lighting for clinical function 
within the constraints of the healthcare context. 

4.3.3.1 lighting EquiPmEnt
There will be a variety of fixtures used, all of which 
will be exclusively LED. Patient rooms will utilize the 
Visa Unity fixture which has multiple levels of illumi-
nation for reading, ambient, and three different lev-
els of exam lighting. It has an amber LED night light 
to minimize disturbance to the patient’s circadian 
rhythms, with a diffuse blue spectrum to minimize 
harshness on the patient’s eyes. It comes with antimi-
crobial finishes on the interior and exterior surfaces, 
as well as a switching interface accessory available for 
the pillow speaker to enable patient control consoli-
dated with TV controls and nurse call systems, among 
other things. It also features dimming to 1% which can 
be patient controlled with an override option for staff. 
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In the family area of each typical patient room, the 
Visa Serenity lamp with charging receptacle base has 
been chosen to match and create a family, with a nod to 
hospitality, creating a more comfortable atmosphere. 
It has 0-10V dimming, allowing for the 3000K light-
ing to adjust to whatever mood the family may feel. 
The dimmer is right on the luminaire base for ease of 
access. The USAI True Zero Connect Wall Wash with 
Color Select will be utilized as well which follows the 
cycle of daylight, helping patients adjust to life con-
stantly inside by providing healthy lighting following 
the circadian rhythm from 2200K all the way up to 
6000K in areas where patients are temporarily living. 
Kenall Medmaster Cleanscene graphic lightboxes will 
also be implemented in places of high patient stress 
which show moving colors or pictures directly above 
where the patient will be lying. Other standard trof-
fers and downlights will be used throughout most 
other spaces that are sealed and contain UV light for 
cleaning where appropriate. For any fixtures that are 
in excess of 50 across the project, an attic stock for 
the drivers will be required for ease of replacement. 
The controls will be through Legrand’s Digital Lighting 
Management System. Lighting Control Panels, daylight 
sensors, occupancy sensors, and personal controls, all 
connected by CAT5e cables, will be the main compo-
nents. Motorized Mechoshades will also be utilized be-
cause they provide empowerment to patients.There will 
be lights connected to the normal, life safety, and criti-
cal branches. The life safety branch will have emergen-
cy egress lights through corridors, public waiting ar-
eas, and any other places needed to create a safe path 
of egress out of the building. On the critical branch will 
be any lights placed in operating rooms, critical pro-
cedure rooms, and elsewhere at the discretion of the 
hospital. All other lights will be on the normal branch.  

4.3.3.2 lighting For SPEciFic roomS
Each typical room type will be discussed and the 
lighting and control needs for each will be explained.

4.3.3.2.1 corridorS
The corridors will utilize direct/indirect light-
ing from the Cooper Corelite Divide-DWI-WD. 

This fixture will limit glare and also be able to provide 
a multitude of light levels. This is important because 
during normal operation only about 20 footcandles 
are required, but if an emergency situation arises, 
the illuminance will need to be raised immediately to 
near 50 footcandles, especially in general corridors  
while at night as low as 5 footcandles will be accept-
able. The fixture will be used throughout all corridors 
for consistency to the design, but in general and pa-
tient corridors, lower light levels will be maintained. 
The fixture will offer the flexibility to provide as low 
as 1702 lumens, while it can max out at 6849 lumens 
in an emergency, or sit at any one of four other lev-
els in the middle during typical daytime operation.

4.3.3.2.2 PatiEnt roomS
Patient rooms will need a patient light, caregiver light, 
family light, task surface light, and in some cases a 
bathroom light. Shading and daylight controls will also 
be present in these rooms as most patient rooms are 
located along the exterior of the building. The typical 
patient rooms, as well as NICU, CCU, PICU, Fetal Care 
Units, and Hematology/Oncology Rooms fall under this 
category. The Visa Unity will provide patient and care-
giver light. This fixture has a CRI of 93 which is very 
important in spaces such as the NICU, where jaundice, 
a yellowing of the skin and eyes, and cyanosis, a blueish 
purple tint to the skin, must be detected immediately. 
The reading light option also will be directed away 
from the baby’s eyes, which are still extremely sensitive 
and need almost complete darkness to develop correct-
ly, which also makes the amber night light option ex-
tremely valuable. The USAI True Zero Connect will be 
utilized as a wall wash in the general patient rooms on 
Level 1 and Lower Level 1. The Visa Serenity will pro-
vide the family light with simple control and charging 
access. The task surface light will be the H.E. Williams 
1SF which provides uniform, glare-free illumination for 
caregivers. The Mechoshades will be in these rooms, 
which integrate seamlessly with the pillow switch and 
can create a full blackout and are antifungal and low 
maintenance. When the Mechoshades are not in use, 
daylight sensors in the room will regulate the light 
levels in the room through the controller in the LCP. 
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4.3.3.2.3 mri roomS

MRI Rooms are specialized in that they must contain 
all nonferrous materials so they will not react with the 
giant magnet in the room. The graphic lightbox will be 
implemented here directly above the machine to calm 
and soothe the patient. MedLux Color Changing COVE 
Lights are also to soothe and calm the patient, while 
they can be switched to 4000K white if necessary by 
the medical professionals. The nonferrous downlight 
LSQ60 from H.E. Williams will also be placed in a ring 
around the edge of the room that will be controlled 
from within the MRI control room. This fixture uses 
warm-dim technology to provide comfortable, warm, 
low-light levels for procedure lighting and provide 
crisper white for high light levels used for cleaning.

4.3.3.2.4 ProcEdurE roomS
This will include spaces such as x-ray rooms, and 
will have layered lighting. They will contain the 
same MedLux COVE Lights, but the more cost ef-
fective non-MRI version, dimmable to 1%. There 
will also be MedMaster downlights throughout 
the room to create the 30-40 footcandles neces-
sary for cleaning, with all controls within the booth. 

4.3.3.2.5 mEdical SuPPly and Exam SPacES
These spaces will be lit with 2x2 troffers. The Ke-
nall MEIC22 with Indigo Clean technology will 
be implemented. This will provide for adequate 
lighting as well as constant disinfection of the air 
and surfaces. What makes Indigo Clean special 
is that it uses 405nm visible light rather than UV 
light, which is not harmful to patients or surfaces. 

4.3.3.2.6 oPErating roomS
In Operating Rooms, the procedure boom lighting 
will be provided by the health professionals to match 
what they are used to and prefer. There will then 
be one or two rings of light fixtures around the op-
erating table depending on the size of the operating 
room. The first ring will be the Kenall M4SEDIC22 
which is a 2x2 troffer with switchable Indigo Clean 
disinfection for surgical suites, meaning that it is one 
piece, seam welded construction that is airtight with-
out ventilation. If applicable, the second ring will be 
downlights, the LSQ60 fixture from H.E. Williams, but 
this instance will be 4000K without changing colors. 

4.3.3.2.7 Public arEaS
The aim of public areas, such as a family waiting area 
or lobby, is to have a soft, comfortable light. People in 
these areas could be receiving the best or worst pos-
sible news in these areas, so it is important to be able 
to provide something calming to both extremes. The 
BeveLED 5.0 with Warm Glow dimming by USAI will be 
utilized. The warm light reduces the stress hormone, 
cortisol, which makes it easier to relax and unwind.

4.3.3.2.8 nurSES StationS
The nurses stations will have a high general illumination 
with under cabinet task lighting. The general illumina-
tion will be from decorative downlights with dimming, 
presenting a humanistic touch and allowing the nurses 
to have the light level necessary to meet their needs. 
The task lights will be standard for undercabinet with 
an antimicrobial finish on them to help prevent germs 
from building up anywhere in this central environment.

4.3.3.2.9 oFFicE/conFErEncE
Office and conference rooms will feature suspended 
indirect lights in the center to provide ambient light-
ing for the room. In the conference rooms, there will 
be a ring of downlights around the outside of the 
room that will be dimmable, whether it be because 
only the indirect light is wanted, or for AV purposes 
if a presentation or video conference may be going on.  

4.3.3.2.10 dining arEa 
The dining area will provide a stress reduction, as well 
as accents to visually stimulate guests in the building 
who have probably been sitting in the same areas the 
entirety of the day otherwise. The general lighting will 
come from indirect linear pendants at 3500K that will 
create a welcoming environment and some contrast 
from what the accents will be. The accent lighting will 
be wall wash downlights to highlight the texture di-
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rectly behind the seating areas, as well as Art Glass 
Dome Pendants that will hang directly over the tables.

4.4.0 SPEcial SyStEmS

A variety of special systems were used in the design and 
contribute to many aspects of the overall design. Not 
only do these systems help with the sustainability of 
the building, but they incorporate unique features that 
occupants will enjoy. Some of these features include a 
state of the art security system, building monitoring 
system, and a specialty healthcare controls system.

4.4.1 SEcurity SyStEm
The Stanley Healthcare Hospital Security and Access 
Control Systems will be utilized throughout the build-
ing. This system includes electronic access control, 
intrusion and burglar alarms, manual and electronic 
security locking hardware, physical door hardware 
and locks, automatic sliding and revolving doors, vid-
eo surveillance, and visitor management, among other 
things. The products are able to deploy and integrate 
with other industry 3rd party systems and devices, 
including the Lutron Lighting Controls, DGLogik DG-
Lux5 System, and the Workflow Software Solutions, 
detailed below. The broad variety of products avail-
able allow the customization of a fully integrated fa-
cility and healthcare security management system. 
It also comes with a service and maintenance plan 
with repair services on demand, as well as training 
for the hospital personnel who will interact with it. 

4.4.2 building monitoring SyStEm
A building monitoring system with real-time build-
ing performance data is installed to give occu-
pants a better understanding of how the building 
operates. The system incorporated will be the DG-
Logik DGLux5 System as part of Acuity Brands. 
 

This system allows for access to all data sources in a 
single unified workspace which can derive information 
from any database, iot device, or social media plat-
form, among other things. It has an entirely drag and 

drop environment which allows for instant customiza-
tion for which data sets are most  important. It can 
be run in a web browser and on any mobile device. 
It is also very easy to follow and attracts the eye, so 
building occupants can understand what is going on

 

in the building and how they could be affecting it all. 
Either a full overview can be shown, or spe-
cifics about any particular control and its sys-
tem, such as the HVAC application seen below.  

This will be shown at a kiosk in each lobby, as well 
as being the start screen for all TVs throughout the 
facility. What will be shown in these public appli-
cations will be controlled from a centralized au-
thoritative source within the hospital, as much 
information will be in this system that the pub-
lic does not need access to, such as tracking of 
equipment and other patients, or security systems. 
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4.4.3 SPEcialty hEalthcarE controlS SyStEm
The Workflow Software Solutions created by Healthcare 
Control Systems will be utilized throughout the build-
ing. SSome of the key Workflow programs utilized by the 
electrical team will be ICUControl™, ORControl™, Asset-
Control™, CaseControl™, VantageED™, and VantageDI™. 

 

Each of these has a Real Time Locating System to track 
doctors, nurses, patients, and equipment throughout 
the healthcare facility. The systems seamlessly co-
ordinate with each other, whether it be between the 
ICU and OR departments, bed units, reducing phone 
calls and pages, which allow staff the opportunity to 
focus additional time and attention on their patients. 
The systems coordinate activities such as surgeries, 
and puts physicians, OR staff, patients,  and dozens of 
other groups and departments across the facility on 
the same page at the same time. The status of rooms, 
procedures, patients, schedules, and critical equip-
ment  can be transparently viewed by all that need 
to know. There is also the flexibility for surgeons to 
request an open slot in the OR schedule, and the sys-
tem constantly re-evaluates and modifies the sched-
ule throughout the day, alerting parties when situa-
tions arise that could cause changes to their schedule. 
Also with the two Vantage systems, real-time access 
to critical logistics, information, and performance 
indicators are provided to improve speed, effective-
ness, and responsiveness of the staff, via simple, in-
teractive, customizable dashboards and alerts that 
are compatible with iOS and Android. It also provides 
real-time logistics that identify and eliminate errors 
and delays throughout a patient’s time in the hospital.

4.4.4 FirE alarm
The fire alarm control panel is located in the main 
electrical room. The fire alarm system has the capa-
bility of sounding a pre-recorded voice fire evacua-
tion message. When a sprinkler flow device or de-
tector is activated, the system is capable of flashing 
the strobes after the system has been silenced until 
the system reset has occurred. The system is also 
capable of shutting down mechanical equipment 
during a general alarm, while monitoring the emer-
gency loads. triggering the path of egress lights. 

4.5.0 intEgration

4.5.1 intEgratEd ProjEct dElivEry
For this project, Murex utilized the Integrated Project 
Delivery (IPD) Method. This method allowed for the 
electrical design to be integrated with the other dis-
ciplines during the entire design phase of the project. 
This delivery method worked well as the design called 
for interdisciplinary coordination, such as the energy 
piles and equipment locations due to space limitations. 
IPD allowed for quick response times to constant de-
sign changes from all disciplines. By using this meth-
od, the electrical team was able to design Lower Level 
5 with the mechanical team to properly locate all elec-
trical and mechanical equipment. Having the contrac-
tors on board during the design process is extremely 
valuable as feasibility questions came into play with 
the project site as well as budget concerns so that val-
ue engineering options can be immediately discussed 
and implemented as early in the process as possible. 

4.5.2 Structural intEgration
Collaboration between the structural and electrical 
teams was present throughout the design process. 
The use of IPD streamlined the application of new 
ideas such as equipment placement with the void-
ed slabs. The structural team found this new meth-
od during research and brought forward the idea, 
which meant a few compromises needed to be made 
elsewhere. With the voided slab, Murex is able to 
save money because there is physically less materi-
al, and the voids also allow electrical conduits to run 
through it in certain cases, saving money on conduit 
and conductors throughout the building. Also the lo-
cation for the tornado refuge room was chosen care-
fully to allow for easy access to the electrical power.  

4.5.3 mEchanical intEgration
The mechanical and electrical teams agreed that a cen-
tralized location for all major equipment was the best 
way to maximize tenant space. Major equipment is lo-
cated on Lower Level 5. The electrical and mechanical 
teams coordinated the equipment carefully to ensure 
that enough space and clearance was provided. The co-
ordination of equipment locations on each patient care 
floor was also very important. Two electrical rooms are 
utilized, one plan west and one in the center of the plan. 
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4.6.0 concluSion

Murex exemplified our goals of safety, integrity, and 
sustainability throughout the project. The electrical de-
sign also met their independent goals of providing the 
safest building possible as well as allowing for a com-
fortable and personalized experience for all who enter 
the building. All of these main goals were supported by 
the sub goals of having highly efficient systems, reli-
ability, cost effective choices, as well as patient control 
and comfort. In achieving all of these goals, we have in 
turn fulfilled the challenge put forth by the owner as 
well as the AEI Student Design Competition Challenges. 
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HCS
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Price of $0.09 kWh $0.66 CCF
Building heating load 6381711 kBTU 6381711 kBTU
Building heating load $1,870,294.87 kWh $62,565.78 CCF
Yearly heating cost $162,341.59 $41,293.42
Money saved $121,048.18
Yearly heating savings 75%
Building energy load $48,862,418.00 kBTU
Yearly energy cost $4,241,257.88
Yearly energy savings 3%

Electricity Natural Gas

Cost Comparison of Electricity vs. Natural Gas

ENTIRE BUILDING 460000 SF
LIGHTING 1 VA/SF 460 kVA
HVAC 5 VA/SF 2300 kVA

5 ROOMS XRAY 37500 VA/XRAY 187.5 kVA
2 ROOMS MRI 20100 VA/MRI 40.2 kVA

12 ROOMS OR 3240 VA/OR 38.88 kVA
3 ELEVATORS ELEV 18800 VA/ELEV 56.4 kVA

235 ROOMS PT ROOMS 540 VA/ROOM 126.9 kVA
Total kVA 3209.88 kVA
(3) Generators at 1250 kW each

Emergency System Sizing Calculation

ENTIRE BUILDING 460000 SF
KITCHEN 6604 SF

LIGHTING 3 VA/SF 1380 kVA
HVAC 12 VA/SF 5520 kVA
RECEP 5 VA/SF 2300 kVA
KITCHEN 8 VA/SF 52.832 kVA

5 ROOMS XRAY 37500 VA/XRAY 187.5 kVA
2 ROOMS MRI 20100 VA/MRI 40.2 kVA

12 ROOMS OR 6480 VA/OR 77.76 kVA
12 ELEVATORELEV 18800 VA/ELEV 225.6 kVA

235 ROOMS PT ROOMS 1440 VA/ROOM 338.4 kVA
Total kVA 10122 kVA
Total A 12175 A
Safety 125 %
Total Load 15219.03 A
(4) Services at 4000A each

Demand Sizing Calculation

NAME %Z FEEDER LENGTH *F* FACTOR *M* MULTIPLIER ISC(A)
XFMR 3.5 28.57 85911
MSN 75 0.479 0.676 58087
DPNA1 237 1.024 0.494 28699
2NHA 75 0.515 0.66 18944
T2NA 1.2 10 0.143 0.875 16571
2NLA 10 2.204 0.312 11934
2NLA‐1 110 2.29 0.304 3628

Fault Current Calculations

From To Amps Wire Ground Length Voltage Voltage Drop % VD
MSA DPNA2 1200 (3) 4#600 #3/0 335 480 3.01 0.63%
DPNA2 6NHA 225 4#4/0 #4 55 480 0.26 0.05%
6NHA 6NLA 225 4#4/0 #4 10 208 0.048 0.02%
6NLA Branch 12 2#12 #12 120 120 2.29 1.91%

0.70%
1.91%
2.61%

This voltage drop calculation follows the longest wire path throughout the building, representing worst case scenario.
The total feeder voltage drop is at 0.70% which is less than the allowable 2% and the branch circuit voltage drop is 1.91%
which is less than the 3% allowable. As such, the overall voltage drop is 2.61% which is less than the allowable 5%.

Voltage Drop Calculation

Total Feeders Voltage Drop
Branch Circuit Voltage Drop
Total Voltage Drop

Type Size Poles
AHU‐1 480 3 Heavy Duty 100 3
AHU‐2 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐3 480 3 Heavy Duty 100 3
AHU‐4 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐5 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐6 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐7 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐8 480 3 Heavy Duty 100 3
AHU‐9 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐10 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐11 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐12 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐13 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐14 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐15 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐16 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐17 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐18 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐19 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐20 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐21 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐22 480 3 Heavy Duty 30 3
AHU‐23 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐24 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐F1 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐F2 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
AHU‐F3 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
CH‐1 480 3 Heavy Duty 1200 3
CH‐2 480 3 Heavy Duty 1200 3
BLR1‐1 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
BLR1‐2 480 3 Heavy Duty 60 3
BLR2‐1 120 1 Motor Rated Switch 30 1
BLR2‐2 120 1 Motor Rated Switch 30 1
BLR2‐3 120 1 Motor Rated Switch 30 1
BLR2‐4 120 1 Motor Rated Switch 30 1
CT‐1 480 3 Heavy Duty 100 3

Mechanical Equipment Feeder Schedule

Designation Volt Phase
Disconnect

EMER



P

5.5

2NHA2NLA

2CHA

2CLA

2SHA 2SLA
2QHA

2QLA

T2NA

T2CA

T2SA

T2QA

6.8

K

3COR1

3NOR1

3NOR1-13NOR1-33NOR1-53NOR1-73NOR1-9
3NOR1-10

3NOR1-11

3NOR1-12

3NOR1-13

3NOR1-14

3NOR1-15

3NOR1-16

3NOR1-17

3NOR1-18

3COR1-18

3COR1-17

3COR1-16

3COR1-15

3COR1-14

3COR1-13

3COR1-12

3COR1-11

3COR1-9 3COR1-7 3COR1-5 3COR1-3 3COR1-1

3NOR1-8 3NOR1-6 3NOR1-4 3NOR1-2

3COR1-10 3COR1-8 3COR1-6 3COR1-4 3COR1-2

4.7

2CLA-1

2NLA-1

MECHANICAL ROOM IS
INSIDE THE BUILDING
ENVELOPE.

OUTSIDE AIR FOR FIXTURES
COMES DOWN THROUGH
SHAFT. MAIN RUNS TO
UPPER FLOORS ALSO ROUTE
THROUGH THIS CHASE.

(4) PAD MOUNTED
2500kVA UTILITY
TRANSFORMERS

MSNATS DSSMSS

MSQ ATS DSQ

DSC

ATS

MSC

(4) 1250kW DIESEL
GENERATORS

POWER-TYPICAL ELECTRIC ROOM

POWER-TYPICAL OPERATING ROOM

POWER-TYPICAL PATIENT ROOM

POWER LOWER LEVEL 5



Space Type LPD (W/SF) a b c d e f g h i
1.23 REQ ADD1 ADD1 REQ REQ REQ ‐ REQ ‐

0.99 REQ ‐ ‐ ‐ REQ REQ ADD2 ADD2 ADD2

0.65 REQ ADD1 ADD1 REQ REQ REQ ‐ ADD2 ADD2

0.42 REQ ‐ ‐ ‐ REQ REQ ‐ ‐ ‐

0.75 REQ ADD1 ADD1 REQ REQ REQ ‐ REQ ‐

0.92 REQ ADD1 ADD1 REQ REQ REQ ‐ REQ ‐

1.11 REQ ADD1 ADD1 REQ REQ REQ ‐ REQ ‐

1.68 REQ ADD1 ADD1 REQ REQ REQ ‐ ADD2 ADD2

0.98 REQ ‐ ‐ ‐ REQ REQ ‐ REQ ‐

1.66 REQ ‐ ‐ REQ REQ REQ ‐ ADD2 ADD2

1.51 REQ ‐ ‐ REQ ‐ ‐ ‐ ADD2 ADD2

0.74 REQ ADD1 ADD1 ‐ REQ REQ ‐ REQ ‐

0.71 REQ ‐ ‐ REQ REQ REQ ‐ ADD2 ADD2

2.48 REQ ‐ ‐ REQ ‐ ‐ ‐ ADD2 ADD2

0.62 REQ ‐ ‐ REQ REQ REQ ‐ ADD2 ADD2

1.15 REQ ‐ ‐ REQ REQ REQ ‐ ADD2 ADD2

a: Local Control e: Automatic Daylight Responsive Controls for Sidelighting
b: Restricted to Manual ON f: Automatic Daylight Responsive Controls for Toplighting
c: Restricted to Partial Automatic ON g:
d: Bilevel Lighting Control h:

i:

Locker rooms will have local controls at the entrance, partial auto on and automatic full off. Bi level lighting will be implemented with every other fixture being switched 
because of the partial on application. Daylighting is null.

Electrical and mechanical rooms will have local controls at each entrance. There will be no auto on or off because of life safety reasons. Daylighting is null.

The cafeteria will have local controls, partial auto on, and scheduled shutoff. Daylighting will be present at the north lighting, which will be dimmable, fulfilling the bi level 
requirements.

Lighting Control

Exam rooms will have local controls at the entrance and auto off. They will be manual on with two contacts in the controller to meet bi level requirements. Daylighting is null.

Restrooms will have local controls at the entrance and auto off, making them manual on. Daylighting is null.

Pharmacy areas will have local controls, auto partial on and auto full off. All fixtures will be dimmable to meet bi level requirements. Daylighting is null.

Offices will have local controls at each entrance. Lower Level 3 offices on the north exposure of the building will be manual on, while all other offices will be auto on. Auto off 
will be implemented. Half of the fixtures in the Lower Level 3 offices will be dimmable for daylighting purposes, fulfilling bi level requirements.

Break rooms will have local controls at the entrance, auto partial on and automatic full off. Bi level lighting will be implemented with every other fixture being switched because 
of the partial on application. Daylighitng is null.

Healthcare Facility: operating room

Healthcare Facility: patient room

Healthcare Facility: recovery room
Recover rooms will have local controls at the entrance and auto off. Every other light will be switched to create bi level switching with manual on. Daylighting is null.

Patient rooms will have local controls at the entrance, on the pillow speaker, and in the family area, which will have a dimmable fixture and auto off. Bi level will come from the 
patient light and the wall wash, where only the part of the wall wash will come on automatically. Only the family area fixture will be affected by daylighting, and as such it has 
manual and automatic dimming capabilities.

Operating rooms will have local controls at the entrance and auto off. They will be manual on with two contacts in the controller to meet bi level requirements. Daylighting is 
not required.

Restroom: other

Healthcare Facility: exam room

Healthcare Facility: imaging room

Healthcare Facility: supply room

Healthcare Facility: nurse's station

Electrical/Mechanical Room

Locker Room

Lounge/Break: healthcare

Office: enclosed <250SF

Pharmacy Area

Conference rooms will have local controls near each door, partial auto on and auto full off. Bi level lighting will come from dimming controls for the outer ring of lights. 
Daylighting is null. 

Conferece Room

Corridor: in a hospital
Corridors will have local controls and auto partial off. Daylighting is null in this application. Daylighting is null. 

Dining Area: cafeteria

Automatic Partial OFF
Automatic Full OFF
Scheduled Shutoff

Nurses stations will have local controls and auto off. Bi level requirements will be met by all fixtures having dimming capablities. Daylighting is null.

Supply rooms will have local controls at the entrance, auto partial on, and auto off. From the auto partial on, bi level requirements will be met. Daylighting is null.

Imaging rooms will have local controls at the entrance and auto off. They will be manual on with two contacts in the controller to meet bi level requirements. Daylighting is not 
required.

Designation Image Manufacturer Model Lamps Volt Watts

CD1 KENALL M4DL6 R 12L 40K8 M CS T RIS6 120 DIM1 LED 120 12

CD2 EATON 340 EU6B 3040 20 9030DTW 6LBW1LI CF LED 120 42

LC1 MEDLUX MALS‐24.0 FK MCL RGB 72 LED 120 71

LC2 MEDLUX MALS‐20.0 NK MCL RGB 48 LED  120 60

LP1 EATON CTA F 7525 30L835 1D UNV STD W AC 4 LED  120 23

RF1 VISA TF1934 L25A19 120V CVBL ORB AMC DIM NGT LED 120 25

RS1 H.E. WILLIAMS 1SF 4 L24/840 DMA AMW DRV 120V LED 120 29

RW1 EATON DWI WD 6 L40 1 D UNV SU‐WA 8 STD FC W LED 120 55

SD1 H.E. WILLIAMS LSQ60 L40C/840 DIM 120 LED 120 40

SR1 VISA CM1900 L40K 120V 90CRI MWAC NGT LED 120 126

SR2 KENALL CSMRI44 G10 26L65K 24VDC AMF LED 120 26

SR3 KENALL MEIC22 G 38I/25L 43K9 DCC 120 FA AMF LED 120 38

SR4 KENALL M4SEDIC 22 75I/50L 43K9 DCC 120 2F SYM LED  120 50

SR5 USAI 11W B2 S 10 LSTD6 9040 C2 27KS C35 NC2 120V DIML LED  120 40

SW1 USAI C4SZW CT 12CS1 6022KS GW 120V D19  LED 120 12

Lighting Fixture Schedule

Project Title: Murex Report date: 02/18/18
Data filename: Untitled.cck Page 1 of 2

COMcheck Software Version 4.0.8.1

Interior Lighting Compliance
Certificate

Section 1: Project Information

Energy Code: 2009 IECC
Project Title: Murex
Project Type: New Construction
Construction Site: Owner/Agent: Designer/Contractor:

Section 2: Interior Lighting and Power Calculation
A

Area Category
B

Floor Area
(ft2)

C
Allowed

Watts / ft2

D
Allowed Watts

(B x C)
Hosptial (Hospital) 460000 1.2 552000

Total Allowed Watts = 552000

Section 3: Interior Lighting Fixture Schedule
A

Fixture ID : Description / Lamp / Wattage Per Lamp / Ballast
B

Lamps/
Fixture

C
# of

Fixtures

D
Fixture
Watt.

E
(C X D)

Hosptial ( Hospital 460000 sq.ft.)
LED 1: SR1: SR1: Other: 1 235 126 29610
LED 2: SW1: SW1: Other: 1 705 12 8460
LED 3: RS1: RS1: Other: 1 315 29 9135
LED 4: RF1: RF1: Other: 1 235 25 5875
LED 5: CD1: CD1: Other: 1 570 12 6840
LED 6: RW1: RW1: Other: 1 300 55 16500
LED 7: LC1: LC1: Other: 1 8 71 568
LED 8: SR2: SR2: Other: 1 72 26 1872
LED 9: SD1: SD1: Other: 1 152 40 6080
LED 10: LC2: LC2: Other: 1 8 60 480
LED 11: SR3: SR3: Other: 1 200 38 7600
LED 12: SR4: SR4: Other: 1 96 50 4800
LED 13: BOOM: BOOM: Other: 1 24 1500 36000
LED 14: SR5: SR5: Other: 1 50 40 2000
LED 15: CD2: CD2: Other: 1 750 42 31500
LED 16: LP1: LP1: Other: 1 60 23 1380

Total Proposed Watts = 168700

Section 4: Requirements Checklist

Interior Lighting PASSES: Design 69% better than code.

Lighting Wattage:
❑ 1. Total proposed watts must be less than or equal to total allowed watts.

      Allowed Watts       Proposed Watts       Complies
    552000     168700      YES

Controls, Switching, and Wiring:
❑ 2. Daylight zones under skylights more than 15 feet from the perimeter have lighting controls separate from daylight zones adjacent to

 vertical fenestration.

8.9 9.95

DD

SR1

SW1

SW1

SW1

RF1

RS1

CD1

CD1

RS1

LIGHTING TYPICAL PATIENT ROOM



PANEL
2NHA
225A

PANEL
2NLA
225A

XFMR 
T2NA

75 KVA

PANEL
2NHB
100A

PANEL
2NLB
100A

XFMR 
T2NB

45 KVA

PANEL
2NLA-1
100A

SWBD
MSN

4000A

PANEL
DPNA1
1200A

PANEL
DPNB1
1200A

PANEL
1NHA
225A

PANEL
1NLA
225A

XFMR 
T1NA

75 KVA

PANEL
1NHB
400A

PANEL
1NLB
100A

XFMR 
T1NB

45 KVA

PANEL
1NLA-1
100A

PANEL
L1NHA
225A

PANEL
L1NLA
225A

XFMR 
TL1NA
75 KVA

PANEL
L1NHB
225A

PANEL
L1NLB
225A

XFMR 
TL1NB
75 KVA

PANEL
L1NLA-1

100A

PANEL
L3NHA
225A

PANEL
L3NLA
400A

XFMR 
TL3NA

112.5 KVA

PANEL
L3NHB
100A

PANEL
L3NLB
100A

XFMR 
TL3NB
45 KVA

PANEL
3NHA
225A

PANEL
3NLA
225A

XFMR 
T3NA

75 KVA

PANEL
3NHB
100A

PANEL
3NLB
100A

XFMR 
T3NB

45 KVA

PANEL
3NLA-1
100A

PANEL
4NHA
225A

PANEL
4NLA
225A

XFMR 
T4NA

75 KVA

PANEL
4NHB
100A

PANEL
4NLB
100A

XFMR 
T4NB

45 KVA

PANEL
4NLA-1
100A

PANEL
5NHA
225A

PANEL
5NLA
225A

XFMR 
T5NA

75 KVA

PANEL
5NHB
100A

PANEL
5NLB
100A

XFMR 
T5NB

45 KVA

PANEL
5NLA-1
100A

PANEL
6NHA
100A

PANEL
6NLA
100A

XFMR 
T6NA

45 KVA

PANEL
6NHB
100A

PANEL
6NLB
100A

XFMR 
T6NB

45 KVA

PANEL
7NHA
100A

PANEL
7NLA
100A

XFMR 
T7NA

45 KVA

PANEL
7NHB
400A

PANEL
7NLB
225A

XFMR 
T7NB

75 KVA

PANEL
L5NHA
100A

PANEL
L5NLA
100A

XFMR 
TL5NA
45 KVA

PANEL
L5NHB
100A

PANEL
L5NLB
100A

XFMR 
TL5NB
45 KVA

PANEL
DPNA2
1200A

PANEL
DPNB2
1200A

PANEL
L3NLK
225A

PANEL
1NOR1

50A

XFMR 
T1NOR1

5 KVA

PANEL
1NOR2

50A

XFMR 
T1NOR2

5 KVA

PANEL
1NOR3

50A

XFMR 
T1NOR3

5 KVA

PANEL
1NOR4

50A

XFMR 
T1NOR4

5 KVA

PANEL
1NOR5
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5.1.0 ExEcutivE Summary

The Children’s Hospital and Medical Cen-
ter consists of a 10-story structure with 
unique design and system integration 
that the Murex design team has incorpo-
rated into the hospital. These designs re-
quire substantial coordination and plan-
ning. The Murex construction team has 
worked with the design team throughout 
an extensive pre-construction process to 
ensure all integrated design is properly 
built to given specifications. The construc-
tion phase will also incorporate unique 
processes to construct in a manner that 
exceeds the expectations of the owner by 
carefully coordinating the schedule, es-
timate, and safe delivery of the project.

SAFETY

Murex is able to achieve an Expe-
rience Modification Rating (EMR) 
of 0.8 which is below the indus-
try average. Our team’s dedication 
to safety on site and to personnel 
safety requirements has helped 
achieve such a high safety standard.

SCHEDULE

Through the use of an Integrated 
Project Delivery method for design 
and construction as well as high-
ly coordinated scheduling, the Chil-
dren’s Hospital and Medical Center 
project duration has been determined 
to be 34 months with a substantial 
completion date of March 4th, 2021.

COST OF 
CONSTRUCTION

The Grand Total with the Add Alternates 
for the Children’s Hospital and Medical 
Center in Omaha, Nebraska came out 
to be Two-Hundred Fifty-Two Million, 
Seventy-Two Thousand, Two Hundred 
Forty-Eight Dollars ($252,072,248).

EMR
0.8

34
MO

$252
Million 
With Aleternative
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5.2.0 introduction

5.2.1 ProjEct ovErviEW
The Murex construction team, in careful collaboration 
with the design team, is excited to construct this 10-sto-
ry Children’s Hospital and Medical Center in a manner 
that exceeds the expectations of the owner by careful-
ly coordinating the schedule, estimate, and overall de-
livery of the project. Ultimately, our goal is to provide 
the best end result, given the project parameters, that 
supports and enriches the future use of the building.

The Murex team will provide its services with the in-
terests of the owner as our primary concern. We have 
undertaken many steps to ensure the schedule, esti-
mate, and overall delivery of the finished product to the 
owner will be of the highest quality and a collaborative 
design experience. This document will identify the pri-
mary goals that we have achieved and the operational 
decisions and procedures necessary to achieve them.

5.2.2  ProjEct goalS
Ensure safety of workers during construction Appli-
cation of proven and innovative construction meth-
ods Minimize impact on existing hospital and sur-
roundings Minimize vibration during construction 
Minimize traffic delays Schedule large deliveries at 
night to reduce traffic delays Coordination with crane 
and helicopter landings Allow space for emergen-
cy vehicles if roads are shut down Stay under budget

5.2.3 - intEgratEd ProjEct dElivEry mEthod

Integrated Project Delivery 
(IPD) is a project delivery 
approach that integrates the 
owner, designer, and con-
tractor to allow for extensive 
collaboration between the 
parties. By using this struc-
ture, we will be able to har-
ness the talents and insights 
of all participants to optimize project results, increase 
value to the owner, reduce waste, and maximize effi-
ciency through all phases of design, fabrication, and 
construction. The IPD method has also allowed Mu-
rex to set more aggressive goals for sustainability.

The Murex construction team was able to sit in on 
numerous design meetings to give the designers our 
thoughts and to answer questions relating to con-
structability. Participation during the design phase 
provided us the opportunity for strong pre-construc-
tion planning, a greater understanding of the de-
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sign and resolving any design-related issues before 
the construction phase. To increase the likelihood of 
achieving our project goals, the Murex team will vi-
sualize construction sequencing prior to construction 
start to control cost and manage the budget. Overall, 
the unique bond developed among all major project 
stakeholders has truly created a trusting relationship.

5.3.0 Planning

5.3.1 - childrEn’S hoSPital and mEdical cEntEr 
SitE viSit 

The Murex construction team visited the Children’s 
Hospital and Medical Center project site. This site vis-
it was helpful in determining the site logistics plan 
as well as understanding and visualizing the project 
as a whole. Some notable areas of the site were the 
transformer locations, entrance locations, hospital de-
livery locations, and potential material staging areas. 

The figures above show elevat-
ed views of the site. Some items 
within the pictures to note are 
the transformers and site loca-
tion relative to West Dodge Road.

The hospital deliveries were 
one of the most important 
takeaways from the site visit. 
The deliveries must be accom-
modated by construction op-

erations in order to allow normal operations of the 
hospital. When visiting the site, it was noticed by the 
Murex team that there was a completely clear path 

as well as proper signage to notify delivery drivers of 
drop-off areas. Knowing where the delivery areas are 
located was also very helpful in deciding the locations 
of staging areas, job trailers, and material storage. 

5.3.2 - SitE logiSticS

With the given site constraints, the construction team 
is cramped for space. Due to the limited space, the 
sidewalk to the north will be demoed and security 
fencing will be installed along the roadway to create 
as much room as possible for equipment maneuvering. 
The fencing will continue around the east and south 
sides of the site and terminate near the Emergency 
entrance to the existing hospital. The middle of the 
existing parking lot to the east will contain storage 
containers, office trailers and a laydown yard for ma-
terials such as reinforcing steel and recycled plastic 
voids. Two construction entrances are located on the 
south side of the site and construction parking will 
be located to the north of the site; across the road.

5.3.3 - toWEr cranE SElEction

For the tower crane, a Linden Comansa 21LC660-48t 
was selected based on the amount of reach needed for 
this site. This is a 48 Ton crane and has a maximum 
reach of 275 feet. The crane shall be located on the north 
side of the site where it can reach every corner of the 
building, as well as the laydown yard to be able to make 
picks as needed. The tower itself will be 210 feet which 
will allow proper clearance of both the existing and 
future buildings. According to the tower cranes speci-
fications, the base will be 24 feet by 24 feet; which will 
be able to comfortably sit between the road and struc-
ture. During operation, proper swinging techniques 
will be critical to ensure no contact with the existing 
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hospital shall happen. Being in constant communica-
tion with the hospital for helicopter landings will also 
be a very important aspect during hours of operation.

5.3.4 - PrE-Fabrication and bim modEling

The Murex design team is able to communicate their 
designs through BIM Modeling which the construc-
tion team can utilize in the building process. Models 
of structural, electrical, and mechanical systems will 
be used to prefabricate materials prior to installa-
tion. Pre-fabricating these materials will decrease 
installation time significantly by limiting site disrup-
tions. This is beneficial for site logistics due to the 
lack of space for storage on the site. Another benefit 
of prefabrication is increased quality. This increased 
quality is a result of the controlled, consistent envi-
ronment in which these components are fabricated.

5.4.0 - SaFEty

5.4.1 - PErSonal ProtEctivE EquiPmEnt

Safety is of the utmost im-
portance in the construction 
process of any building. This 
is a major concern for all con-
tractors and will be a high 
priority for Murex during the 
construction process. It is ma-
jorly important that everyone 
involved in the construction 
of the building understand 
the safety goals of the con-
tractor. If everyone is made aware of the objectives 
that the contractor is trying to achieve as far as safe-
ty, the contractor will be far more effective in keep-
ing everyone, including the public, as safe as possible.

The simplest means of safety begin with work-
er safety and worker equipment. This includes 
the requirement of the proper personal protective 
equipment as required by the Occupational Safe-
ty and Health Administration (OSHA). This person-
al protective equipment includes hard hats, pro-
tective eyewear, safety gloves, high visibility vests, 
and work boots adequate for construction work.
 
5.4.2 - SaFEty mEEtingS and SaFEty WalkS

Along with the traditional means of safety required 
by OSHA, the Murex construction team plans to uti-
lize other techniques to facilitate job site safety. The 
construction team will have weekly safety meetings 
with all crews on site. The team will also have daily 

safety walks where one of the Murex managers will 
walk the site and inspect it for any safety violations. 
All violations will be documented and the subs in vio-
lation will be notified. By making this a daily task, the 
Murex construction team can assure a clean and safe 
job site. All subcontractors will be required to complete 
task hazard analysis every time a new task has started.

5.4.3 - hElicoPtEr Protocol

Another safety concern associated with this hospital 
project is the potential danger associated with the he-
licopter takeoffs and landings. Typically this would not 
be a major issue, but in this case, the helicopter pad 
is in the swinging radius of the tower crane. To avoid 
any issues or possible collisions, the crane operator 
will have a hard-wired microphone in the cab of the 
crane; this microphone will be connected to the exist-
ing hospital and the operator will be alerted of any he-
licopter activity. Hardwiring is necessary in the case of 
radio frequencies not matching up with walkie-talkies. 

In the case of a helicopter landing or takeoff on the 
existing hospital, the operator must follow protocol 
as follows: 10 minutes before any takeoff or land-
ing, the operator is to lower any suspended loads, 
detach from such load, rotate the crane to be paral-
lel with West Dodge Road and set the crane’s brake. 
The operator will remain out of operation until giv-
en the go-ahead by the Superintendent. Dependent 
upon the phase of construction, other precautions 
must be taken to ensure everyone on site and any 
bystanders are safe during helicopter activity. This 
includes properly securing any loose material or de-
bris that could be affected by the helicopter’s wind. 
The main goal is to keep everyone safe at all times.

5.4.4 - natural diSaStEr rESPonSE

In the case of a natural disaster, all subcontractors 
on site will be equipped with a written plan to keep 
workers safe. Evacuation and take-cover plans will 
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also be lined out in the Murex office trailer. These 
plans will be updated throughout the phases of con-
struction to ensure the safety of all personnel on site.

5.5.0 - SitE Work

5.5.1 Excavation 

Exportation of excess soil for the Lower Level 5 and 
foundation excavation will be a major component of 
the construction process. Due to the adjacent road hav-
ing heavy traffic flow, it was suggested to work our ex-
cavation crews at night. But most patient rooms are on 
the north side of the hospital and this would contradict 
our goal of not disrupting the current hospital and its 
occupants. The decision was made to operate between 
the hours of 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM. This time frame 
will miss the morning and evening rush hours. Lane 
closures may be necessary during this time as well, but 
due to the road being three lanes wide, we do not fore-
see any traffic issues during these temporary closures.

5.5.2 - SEcant/tangEnt PilE Shoring mEthod
Due to the existing structure and roadway adjacent to 
the site, extensive shoring methods will be used to en-
sure the existing hospital and roadway remain undis-
turbed. It is always a concern for movement and vibra-
tion working next to a hospital. Looking for the most 
cost-effective and safest way to shore such a large struc-
ture and the soil beneath; the shoring method selected 
for the site is to be Secant or Tangent Piles with Tiebacks. 
With this method being so effective in the past and able 
to remain in the soil without removal seems to be the 
most efficient support method of the existing structure 
and roadway. The piles will later be used as the form-
ing system for the basement walls by placing forms on 
the inside to yield a properly finished basement wall.

Figure above indicates the layout and sequencing of 
the Secant or Tangent Piles. The primary piles will be 
drilled and placed first with lightweight concrete. No 
reinforcing is needed for the primary piles, but the 
secondary piles consisting of high-strength concrete 
will be drilled and set between the primary piles. 
This overlapping method with the piles will strength-
en the wall and ensure no groundwater seepage.

For this particular situation, the existing structure 
is massive and it places a large load on the soil be-
neath; to ensure the stability of the adjacent struc-
ture during excavation and throughout below grade 
construction, post-tensioned tiebacks will be placed 
through the wall where they can anchor to the soil 
behind. Figure above shows a similar shoring situa-
tion with the piles having the anchoring system in 
place. These tiebacks will be carefully planned and 
placed to miss any structural elements behind the 
wall that may be associated with the structure above.

5.5.3 - dEWatEring
After analyzing the soil boring tests from the site, 
it is known that groundwater will be a problem due 
to Lower Level 5 (basement) sitting 30 feet be-
low grade. The tangent piles are capable of act-
ing as a water barrier, so excavation will be able 
to remove the soil without the installation of sig-
nificant dewatering systems. But for precautions, 
pumps will be on hand in case of water intrusion.
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5.6.0 - intEgratEd dESign and 
conStruction

5.6.1 - drillEd PiErS/EnErgy PilES

The hospital’s heating and cooling loads are very 

substantial, but one innovative and sustainable way 
those loads can be supported is with the use of drilled 
piers incorporating geothermal tubing placed within 
them. Geothermal systems use piped water to collect 
heat from the Earth’s subsoil; the collecting of this 
“energy” will go towards the buildings heating and 
cooling system. The hospital’s foundation consists 
of 72 drilled piers 65 of which will be energy piers. 
These piers are 36 inches in diameter and will be 
placed at a depth of 89 feet below the slab-on-grade. 

The geothermal piping that will be included in the piers 
will consist of tubing attached to the reinforcing of the 
concrete piers. This piping will be continuous through-
out the pier and will allow for the transfer of heat 
from the earth to the water that is pumped through 
the piping.  This integration of the foundation system 
and the and cooling of the building is one way the de-
sign team will be able to effectively cool the building 
while maintaining smaller cooling towers, and with-
out disturbing the structural integrity of the building.

These drilled piers will present the construction 
team with multiple challenges. These challenges will 
be  met with the proper scheduling, coordination, 
and teamwork necessary to place each drilled pier 
within the specific time frame allotted for the pier. 
This will be done by preparing the drilled piers’ re-
inforcement and geothermal piping in advance so 
that each pier is ready to have reinforcing placed and 
be poured within the same day of the completion of 
drilling the pier. The reinforcing for each drilled pier 
will then be secured using an attachment that will 

hold the reinforcing and geothermal piping in the cor-
rect position until the concrete has had time to cure.

The geothermal piping that is placed within the drilled 

pier will be fragile due to its material composition. Be-
cause of this, it will be important that the contractor 
as well as whoever is placing the concrete be aware 
of this fragility and work with the piping according-
ly. It is also essential that the piping is protected af-
ter the piers have been placed so that none of these 
are damaged in any way. This protection may be as 
simple as connecting the piping together and placing 
bright colored flags on the pipes to help workers avoid 
stepping on them. It may also require protection us-
ing various materials such as foam or cloth wraps as 
damage to these would greatly affect the flow of the 
project as well as the mechanical system as a whole.

5.6.2 - voidEd Slab SyStEm
 
Voided slabs present an opportunity for the Murex 
construction team to show operating and management 
skills necessary for the coordination of such materials. 
These slabs will be used on each floor excluding the 
basement slab and will reduce the total amount of con-
crete used by a considerable amount. This reduction 
of concrete creates less need for pumping concrete to 
upper areas of the building which also means a smaller 
amount of manpower needed for the concrete portion 
of this project. These slabs, while beneficial in the con-
crete scope, present challenges in other areas of the job 
such as site logistics, scheduling, and crane operation.
 Site logistics for this project are the main concern as 
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there is a limited amount of space within the site. This 
is important to keep in mind because materials that will 
be used for the voided slab system will take up a large 
amount of space that will have to be collaboratively 
organized with all subcontractors working on site. It is 
necessary that everyone on the site understands where 
materials need to be placed to keep a well-maintained 
and functional work-site.  The parking lot that is lo-
cated to the south-east of the job site will be used as 
the main area for storing materials.  Scheduling of lead 
times for material storage will need to be coordinated 
with the general contractor and other subcontractors.  
 
The site logistics associated with the voided slab ties 
into the schedule of the project as well. With this in 
mind, these supplies have to be accounted for in the 
site logistics portion of the construction plan so as to 
free as much space as possible, as soon as possible for 
other materials being shipped to the site. The voided 
slabs must be moved to the site and utilized quick-
ly in order to keep everything else on the schedule.
 
5.6.3 - ElEctrical (Smart tEchnology)

For the work requiring electrical connection prior to 
the interior finish work of the building, it is neces-
sary to note the locations of the transformers with-
in the site. In the case of the Children’s Hospital and 
Medical Center project, the existing transformers are 
located northeast of the existing hospital building 
meaning that site projects requiring power will have 
to be coordinated with this location in mind. Also, tem-
porary power for on the site operations will need to 
be coordinated with the existing hospital. New trans-
formers will be installed early in the construction 
process to allow for temporary power connections 
as well as final power supply for the new structure.

The electrical work within the building requires spe-

cial attention to detail to be sure that each room is 
built to the highest level of quality possible. With this 
in mind, some of the more complicated rooms within 
the building will be the operating rooms, the intensive 
care units (ICU’s), and the critical care units (CCU’s).

This emphasis on quality of the operating rooms, ICU’s, 
and CCU’s is especially important in the later phases of 
construction. The finishes portion of the project will 
play a major role in the completion of these parts of 
the hospital to the standards of the owner’s desire.  

Another important consideration in the electrical 
scope of work is the integration of the smart build-
ing technology into the rest of the electrical ser-
vices of the building. It will be crucial for Murex 
when installing the smart technology to have an 
understanding of how it operates with all of the ma-
jor and minor electrical work within the building. It 
is also necessary that the contractor have a gener-
al understanding of the electrical loads that will be 
necessary to supply the smart building technology.

The Murex construction team will hire a consul-
tant to work alongside a subcontractor to develop 
the communication systems within the building. 
The consultant’s and subcontractor’s prior knowl-
edge of the electrical systems will be useful in coor-
dination and sequencing of the smart technology.

5.7.0 - conStruction SchEdulE

5.7.1 - SchEduling ProcESS

The success of a construction project is determined 
by many things including completion within a certain 
time constraint. A construction schedule is the main 
driver of the construction process. The schedule deter-
mines the time logistics for the project as a whole and is 
critical for a successful project. When determining the 
schedule for a project, many factors must be considered. 
This includes not only the actual duration of the work 
to be performed, but also the lead times for certain ma-
terials and equipment, and pre-construction services.

Consideration of the major components of the proj-
ect will be effective in creating the initial schedule 
for the Children’s Hospital and Medical Center. After 
these areas are considered, the sub-contracted and 
specialty scopes of work will be accounted for by uti-
lizing pull planning, just in time deliveries, and a last 
planner system. These methods of scheduling will 
be helpful in minimizing the duration of the project 
as well as reducing costs by way of timely deliveries.
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A way for the construction team to understand if they 
are staying on schedule is to utilize milestones. Mile-
stones are not events within the schedule but repre-
sent the completion of certain pieces of the project. 
Some milestones that are significant in the comple-
tion of the project include finishing of preconstruc-
tion services, completion of the exterior envelope, and 
substantial completion of the project. It will be helpful 
for managers of the project to make these milestones 
part of their daily, weekly, and monthly goals. This 
will keep everyone on the same time-frame from the 
beginning of construction until the completion date.

5.7.2 - SchEdulE Summary
The critical path of the Children’s Hospital and Medi-
cal Center consists of the events necessary to complete 
the project within the designated time constraint. This 
path relies on the major milestones of the project out-
lined below.  An example of the aforementioned sec-
tions is included in the figure below.

5.7.3 - milEStonES and ProjEct duration
Some important events within the schedule to note are 
the start date, various milestones, and the completion 
date. The date the construction project starts is May 
7th, 2018. This date must be preceded by a number 
of things including the completion of the preconstruc-
tion services, notice to proceed, access to the site, the 
acquisition of the proper building permits, receipt 
of a signed contract, and receipt of owner financing. 

Once the project has begun, the progress of the proj-

ect will be determined by the completion of tasks 
within milestones. Some of these milestones include 
completion of the building structure, completion of 
the exterior envelope of the building, and substan-
tial completion of the project. Each of these mile-
stones plays an important role in the delivery of the 
project. If the building structure is not complete, the 
tasks that depend on this completion such as drying 
in the building will be much more difficult to achieve. 

Substantial completion of the project is scheduled 
to be completed March 4th, 2021. This will be fol-
lowed by a punch list that will be determined at the 
end of the project and will be completed during the 
beginning of operation of the hospital. The con-
struction team will coordinate with the hospital 
during this phase of the project to avoid construc-
tion workers hindering the hospital’s function.

The duration of the total project was concluded at 34 
months. This is from the beginning of mobilization to 
the site to the substantial completion of the project. 
This schedule was developed using RS Means 2017 data 
for construction of similar type buildings and building 
materials. An estimate of the timeframes for each por-
tion of the project was then made and inserted into Mi-
crosoft Project in order to create a list of items as well 
as a Gantt chart to show the order of items and their 
preceding and succeeding tasks. This schedule will 
be helpful throughout the entire duration of the proj-
ect for all people within every scope of construction.

5.8.0 - conStruction EStimatE
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5.8.1 - EStimatE ProcESS
The estimate take-off for the newly proposed Children’s 
Hospital in Omaha, Nebraska is comprised of historic 
averages of other similar 10-story hospital projects 
and detailed research for unique items. Bluebeam 
Revu 2017 Estimating Software and  Microsoft Excel 
Spreadsheets were utilized in creating this estimate.

Using the RS Means books, the team was able to price 
out the hospital based on current trends in today’s 
healthcare construction industry. Average costs for 
materials as well as subcontractor fees have been in-
cluded in the estimate which also contributes to the 
total estimate. These averages are calculating the to-
tal for specific subcontractor phases of the construc-
tion process for each floor of the project. Then fees for 
Overhead, Profit, General Requirements, and Archi-
tect Fees are broken out to be accounted for per floor. 

5.8.2 - grand total
The estimate has a focus on floor levels two through 
five. This primary estimate covers the Neonatal In-
tensive Care Unit (NICU), Fetal Care Center, Cardiac 
Care Unit (CCU), and the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit 
(PICU). All other floors follow the same estimate format.

The Grand Total for the Children’s Hospital 
and Medical Center came out to be Two Hun-

dred and Seven Million, Forty-Eight Thousand, 
Four Hundred and Forty-Eight Dollars.  

($207,048,448) 

5.8.3 - intEgratEd dESign altErnatES
Alternates have been broken out based on the inte-
grated design done by the Murex Design Team. The 
specific systems can be incorporated into the new 
Children’s Hospital with the exception of the alter-
nate. These alternates have been priced as follows:

Alternate #1 Voided Slab System    ($4,677,660)

Alternate #2 Energy Piles      ($751,530)

Alternate #3 Terrart Wall System      ($33,321,600)

Alternate #4 Shelters    ($2,350,000)

Alternate #5 Smart Control System  ($3,923,010)

The Grand Total with the Add Alternates for the Chil-
dren’s Hospital and Medical Center in Omaha, Nebras-
ka came out to be Two Hundred Fifty-Two Million, Sev-
enty-Two Thousand, Two Hundred Forty-Eight Dollars 

($252,072,248).
5.8.4 - EStimatE Summary

5.9.0 - concluSion

The Children’s Hospital and Medical Center project 
presented the construction team with many unique 
opportunities to test our knowledge of the pre-con-
struction and building process needed to complete 
such project. The communication between the con-
struction and design teams is crucial. It was necessary 
for each of the teams to understand the possibilities as 
well as the limitations of design and construction. An 
example of this is the geothermal piers. The piers are 
a great idea for providing the building with a source of 
heat. By communicating this with the design team, an 
understanding of the true time and resource commit-
ments of the piers was reached. By understanding the 
potential for heat from the earth as well as the con-
structability of these piers, the team was able to come 
up with a reasonable approach to the geothermal piers.

Through collaboration, a final product that will be not 
only attractive but also functional and long-lasting will 
be achieved. The construction team in conjunction with 
the design team for the Children’s Hospital project are 
determined to provide the owner with the most com-
plete, and satisfactory project possible. With the prop-
er planning of the project, coordination of tasks and 
materials, and collaboration of owner and constructor, 
the production of the building will greatly increase 
and thus better meet the expectations of the owner.

Lower Level 5 Total = 23,700,487.31$                   
Lower Level 3 Total = 25,480,598.99$                   
Lower Level 1 Total = 22,942,289.52$                   
Level 1 Total = 21,539,979.52$                   
Level 2 Total = 18,431,710.77$                   
Level 3 Total = 18,431,710.77$                   
Level 4 Total = 18,431,710.77$                   
Level 5  Total = 18,431,627.67$                   
Level 6 Total = 18,431,009.09$                   
Level 7 Total = 18,793,295.98$                   
Miscelaneous Total = 2,434,027.78$                     

Alternate #1: Voided Slab System  Total = 4,677,660.00$                     
Alternate #2: Energy Piles  Total = 751,530.00$                        
Alternate #3: Terrat Wall System Total = 33,321,600.00$                   
Alternate #4: Shelters Total = 2,350,000.00$                     
Alternate #5: Smart Building Control Systems Total = 3,923,010.00$                     

207,048,448.14$                
252,072,248.14$                

Estimate Summary 

Omaha Childrens Hospital Grand Total =
Grand Total Including Add Alternates =
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